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ON THE MARCH

TOP 30 PREVIEW

UCF junior chosen for
March of Dimes
National Youth Council
- SEE NEWS, AS

UCF comes in' at No. 30 on the college football Top
30 season preview-sEEsPORTS,A7

FREE • Published Monda sduring summer

www.UCFnews.com ·Monda* July 3,2006

Pegasus Landing burglarized
Residents present as masked men take money,
cell phone from a campus~affiliated apartment
JENNIE ZILNER

Phase 1. The men were brandishing a
small handgun, said UCFPD spokesman Sgt. Troy WUJiamson
Armed and disguised, three men
The burglars entered about 9:30
burglarized a Pegasus Landing apart- p.m. through the front door of the
ment the night of June 24 while it was . apartm~nt, which is though~ to have
occupied and stole a couple hundred - been unlocked. The residents were
dollars and a cell phone, UCF Police present during the intrusion, Williamsay.
son said An unconfirmed report postWearing hoods and black masks, ed at another apartment complex statthe intruders robbed an apartment on ed that the victims were bound and
Knight's Crossing in Pegasus Landing's gagged
Contributing Writer

According to the police report, the
burg4u:s were described as black men
22 to 25 years old No arrests have been
made.
·
"The case is still unclear,"
Williamson said. "There is a gray area
that calls for further investigation"
There were 14 burglaries at Pegasus
Landing reported to UCFPD in 2005. A
burglary there in February also was an
invasion by three armed men
Pegasus Landing is aware of the
investigation and cooperating with
police, Kathy Grim of College Park
PLEASE SEE

APARTMENT ON A6
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APegasus Landing apartment in Building 5, shown above, was burglarized on June 24 at about 9:30 p.m.

Hitt released
from hospital;
heart surgery
successful
President thanks doctors
during press conference
ILEANA RODRIGUEZ
StaffWriter

UCF President John Hitt was released early
Thursday morning from Florida Hospital after
suffering a heart attack June 24.
Hitt, 65, had been at the hospital since he had a
heart attack while riding his bicycle in the Central
Florida Research Parkadjacent to the East Orlando Campus.
Hitt
was
treated at the
scene, then airlifted to the
Florida Hospital
According

ANDREW VAN WART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

These fruit flies will be sent to space with the space shuttle Discovery on its planned July 4 launch. The flies are part of an experiment to explore the effects of low and zero gravity on astronauts' immune systems.
I

UCF

FRUIT FLIES

HEADED TO SPA·C E
ANDREW VAN WART

at UCF, drosophila has a strikingly similar
biology to that of humans.
Von Kalm has been teaching at UCF
A team of astronauts on the Discovery since 1997 and· has focused his efforts on
space shuttle are about to blast off into the effects of steroid hormones on the
· space from the Kennedy Space Center in development of fruit flies. By subjecting
Cape Canaveral. They won't be alone, the flies to zero gravity conditions, von
however; a large group of fruit flies from_ Kalm and his team hope to better underUCF will be riding shotgun
stand just how prolonged space travel will
The flies, known in the scientific arena affect the human immune syst~m.
as drosophila, have been used as a model
Deborah Kimbrell, an associate
organism for study for more than.a hun- . research geneticist from the University of
dred years.
California at Davis, selected von Kalm and
According to Laurence von Kalm, a his team to manage the fruit flies experiprofessor of life sciences and a researcher ment after recieving a NASA grant.
Staff Writer

. "We have expertise with th~ organism,'' von Kalm said 'M of our research is
based on the fruit fly."
Members of von Kalm's research team
are Robert Ruggiero, Sam Fox, Rachel
Morgan, Tangi Smallwood and Cindy
Bayer, who will be active in post-flight
study of the flies.
According to von Ka1m, a significant
number of genetic tools have been discovered over the last twenty years from
researching the organism. "The way
genes function in the fly is very similar to
PLEASE SEE

to Dr. Hani
Seifein, one of
the
doctors
who treated
Hitt at the hospital, the UCF
president had a
heart
attack
with complete
blockage of the
artery going to
the front of the
heart.
COURTESY OF UCF NEWS AND INFORMATION
'We opened UCF President John Hitt thanked his
the
artery doctors at a press conference Thursday.
removing the
blockage and put in three stents,'' Seifein said during a news conference Thursday morning. 'We
have excellent results, and his functions are fairly
good at this point"
Dr. Kerry Schwartz also treated Hitt. 'Mer
making sure he didn't have any significant heart
rhythms and his blood pressure was fine, we
decided to let Hitt go home with his family;'' he

.

~d

Calling himself "darn lucky'' to be alive and to
have had his cell phone when he ]lad his heart
attack, Hitt said he was extremely grateful for the
.
care he received at Florida Hospital
"I would ·like to thank everyone for the

STUDY ON AS

PLEASE SEE

HITT ON A6

Taking time between school, work can enhance resumes, expand worldviews
Opportunities for a 'gap year' range from volunteering in Africa to planting trees in Canada; Web sites offer information
THOMAS HOEFER
Staff Writer

After years of hard work, most students feel great relief when college has
finally come to an end: All the days
and nights of stress, exhaustion and
anxiety are suddenly wiped away by a
magical sheet of paper called a diploma. But what's next?
Many graduates waste no time and
jump right into an entry-level position,
either forced by bone-crushing debts
or motivated by real money-earning
opportunities.

But not Christian Knightly. After duty job as a tree-planter in Canada or
graduating from UCF in 2005, he sold simply an extended vacation, Web
his car, canceled his lease and traveled sites like yearoutgroup.org or findaaround the world for six months. In gap.com offer information on just
other words, Knightly .took ~ "gap about anything. Adventure and exploration are the key aspects.
year."
Looking back on his trip, Knightly
Becoming popular in the 1990s, a
gap year is when a student takes a had both. Within half a yea{. he disbreak ,between college and finding a covered the different cultures, habits
job, and it rarely lasts the whole 12 and languages of the Ukraine, Poland,
months.
·
the Netherlands, the Czech Republic,
The possibilities are endless, and so Austria, Italy, Germany, Kenya, and
are sources to find them. · ·
.Egypt.
Whether it's a volunteering proThrough an online community
gram in Africa, a high-paid yet heavy- where people from all over the world

offer travelers a place to stay for free,
Knightly found a way to avoid hotel
costs, which left him only with
expenses for flights and food '
,.
"I could stay with friends e".'erywhere,'' he said. "That's why I did it."
Hanging out with locals showed
him a different side ·of the towns he
stayed at, a side he would not have
seen had he been an average tourist.
· In fact, the whole trip changed his
view on things.
'
"It exposed me to the world," he
said. "I feel America is very cut off
from the world We all live in one giant

bubble where we have everything. We
can get whatever we want whenever
we want. In other countries, it's just
not like that."
Online groups specializing in gap·
years don't just list opportunities, they
also pitch them to students.
The online forum gapyear.com
started a contest in which people get to travel on a free inter-rail ticket
through Western Europe and Morocco for a month if they are willing to
write and publish a diary on the comPLEASESEE
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AROUND
CAMPUS
News and notices for ·
the UCF community

The art of interviewing taught
A workshop that gives students the chance to practice
their interview skills with a
career professional will be
held from 9 am. until 4 p.m.
Monday at Ferrell Commons
Room185.
For more information, call
Annie Ware at 407-823-2361.

Job search strategies offered
There will be a 50-minute
seminar on job searching
strategies at 3 p.m. Wednesday at Ferrell Commons
Room185.
For more information, call
Wtllilim Blank at 407~823-2361.

World Cup semi finals
The international service
center will host viewing parties for the World Cup senii
finals from 3 p.m. until 5 p.m.
Wednesday, the third pl~ce
games from 3 p.m. until 5 pm
Saturday and the final .game
from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m. Sunday at the Barbara Ymg Center.
The games are being
broadcast live from Germany.
The games will be presented
on a 150" LCD projection
screen. The better of th~ two
games will be shown on the
large screen.
For more information, call
Paul Schatz at 407-823-5491.

Collective bargaining canceled
. The collective bargaining
session between the UCF
Board of Trustees and the
Ul)ited Faculty of Florida that
was scheduled for Thursday
is canceled
The next meeting will be
• July 14 at 10 am. at the College
of Arts and Sciences Room
420B.

Life in the Ukraine today
Professor Galina Shendrick of the Pryazovskyi State
Technical University will discuss life in the Ukraine at
10:30 am. Thursday in Classroom Building l, Room 207.
She will discuss business
developments, national values and the status of university education and provide
insights into what it is like to
teach English to the Ukrainians.
For more information, call
Thee Crouse at 407-823-3544.

Volunteer with arts,.aafts, kids
Volunteer UCF will work
with children at the Womep.'s
Residential and Counseling
Center making summertime
crafts.
Interested
volunteers
should meet in front of Millican Hall for a carpool at 6:15
p,m. Friday.
.
For more information, email
Babita
at
vucfyouth@yahoo.com

VARIETY

The Future wants to hear
from you!' If you have a club,
organization or event and
want your information to be
considered for the Around
Campus column. send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

11

Saddam Hussein's wife, daughter
appear on Iraqi most-wanted list

VANS
WARPED
1 .0 UR
CHRISTINE MULLEN
Contributing Writer

Could
Thursday heads; they turned the
possibly be the new Fri- audience into their
day? With Thursday's own playfield ordering
mind blowing perform- the fans to run around
ance for the vast array in a massive circle durof fans, it is no wonder . ing their session. Also
why the rain gods in the field was the infadecided not to partici- mous half-pipe, where ·
pate during their set.
punk rockers on' skateAs the blimp of boards displayed their
Underoath's
new talents holding fearless
album r~lease flew' faces.
around Tmker Field of
Before the flying dirt
Warped Tour on June had a chance to rise up
25th, the skies were around the chanting
starting to churn.
audience
of
the
After banging out Warped Tour, the
their newest tracks gloomy
overcast
from A City by the Light turned into a down· Divided, the band left pour sending the nontheir fans only wanting hardcore crowd memto see more of what this bers to dash for cover
venue had to offer; but as band techs scramnot before we nabbed bled to cover the equip:drummer Tucker Rule ment on the ten stages.
to discuss the band's
Typically one would
future.
· believe the red liquid
Along with the spilling all over an,
bassist Tim Payne sur- onlookers face and
prising·the fans with a body at the Anti-Flag
baby on the way, the show would be blood
band also likes to from a gaping cut; howchange their style with ever, to some fans' ·
each upcoming album amazement, it was
reaching to other bands from a bad hair-dye job
such as Quicksand for that washed out with
influence. With tour the rain.
dates extending to
Sloshing around in
November, it will pro- the thick mud and red
vide Tucker and the hair dye would create
guys an opportunity to an ideal situation for
play the first time cover moshers but was weak·of ''Wtld Horses" by the ened by .the sensitivity
Rolling Stones.
of the patrons due to
The jamboree only the inclement condiintensified as the light tions.
began to be shut out by
The lack of free
rain clouds overhead. samples ' of various
Local groups such as products within the
· My Getaway from Fla- show was also a let
gler Beach got to rock down in contrast to ·
out with headliners at previous
Warped
the event.
Tours, even though the
From Autumn to price of water dropped
Ashes picked up right by a dollar.
where Thursday left
The bands were
off; electrifying the even . watching the
crowd when lead World Cup play-offs
singer Benjamin Perri intently before their
launched himself into sets. The Bui:zcocks,
the crowd sending an who rocked matching
uproar through the toenail polish with the
audience. Less Than band NOFX; cheered
Jake did more than turn on the Brits in the soc-

MATI POUITI I CENTRAL FlDRIDA FUTURE

Geoff Riddy, Thursday vocalist, bangs out lyrics from the band's newest album, A.City by the light Divided, at
the June 25 Vans Warped Tour stop at Orlando's Tinker Field.

cer match as The Casu·a lties clashed against
them all while being
getting caught on film
by Fuse Television
crew members. To
their
astonishment,
England took the victory as the f'rrst generation pqnk rock band
used this as a platform
for their energy for
their show.
The Buzzcocks, who
have been around since
mid1970's, display their
wisdom through their
new album Flat Pack
Philosophy by undertones of politics and
society found on the
tracks such as "Big
Brother Wheels" and
"Sound of a Gun."
While discussing
their achievement of
being given the Inspiration Award by Mojo
Magazine, lead guitarist
Steve Diggle had no
problem finishing off a
quarter of a pack of cigarettes. They were
excited enough about
performing on the
same tour as J()an Jett
and the Blackhearts;·
band member Danny
Farran.t wore a shirt

with her face plastered
on it.
Despite the harsh
conditions during The·
Buzz;cocks perform- ·
ance time, many fans
dressed for the scene
with one foot tall
Mohawks,
spiked
denim jackets, and
pierced faces. It was a
downright
amazing
show for the Brits who
will be touring up until
Christmas. ·
If fans didn't get to
see them the first time
around, Saves the Day
brought the mood
down a few notches
with an acoustic set
later. on in the afternoon. The crowd
chanted the lyrics
swaying back and forth ·
as mist trickled down
from above.
Raving about previous performances such
as Rise Against, Everytime I Die, Emery, and
Scary Kids Scaring
Kids the band managed'to once agaih captivate the audience ereating a very idyllic feel.
Bringing a newer
band to light within
this tour," Motion City

Soundtrack was .one of
the last performances
of the day. Rounding
up the last bits of the
water beaten crowd,
the patrons cheered
and rocked with all of
their left over energy
from the grueling day.
Although the band
has created a new
sound for their genre,
the band is not looking
to be changing their
sound for any upcoming albums.
Guitar player and
vocalist Joshua Ca~
conveyed that Justm
Pierre (guitar player,
vocalist, and writer)
would be concentrating on a happier tone
for the next album due
to the changes in his
life.
Leaving the venue
soggy, muddy, with
countless fliers, one
felt complete for the
absolute destruction of
Tinker Field's once
clean green grounds
and the gathering of
amazing bands who
~eren't afr~d of n;ieltmg from a httle bit of
water; a true Vans
Warped Tour.

LOCAL WEATHER
Tuesday

High: 88°
SCATTERED T-STORMS .. Low: 76°

TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
ISOLATED T-STORMS

LET US KNOW

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

RAIN CWUDS ONLY INTENSIFY

Correction
The June 26 article, "UCF
and American Heart Association lead heait walk" was
written by Crystal Potts.

•

NATION&
WORLD

High: 85° Low: 75°

Today: Partly cloudy with isolated
thunderstorms. Winds east-northeast
at 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: Thunderstorms ending in
the evening. Winds east-northeast at
lOtolSmph.

(enttal 1lot'iba 1utut'e
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968

'

Wednesday

High: 87°
. SCATTERED T-STORMS Low: 77o

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Iraq
released a most-wanted list of
41 names Sunday, including
Saddam Hussein's wife and
eldest daughter, as well as the
new leader of al-Qaida in Iraq
and one of the ousted president's closest allies.
The . government also
announced a bounty for several figures on the list.
The largest reward was $10
million for Izzat Ibrahim alDouri, a former top official in
the Saddam regime who has
eluded capture since the US.led invasion more than three
years ago. Al-Douri was
believed to have played a
major role in launching the
· insurgency.
.The government also
offered a $50,000 reward for
Abu Ayyub al-Masri, who
replaced al-Qaida in Iraq
leader Abu Musab al-Zarqawi
after his death in a June 7 U.S.
airstrike northeast of Baghdad The announcement came
just two days after the U.S.
administration approved a
reward up to $5 million in
exchange for _al-Masri, whose
real name is_ Abu Hamza alMuhajer.
Saddam's wife, · Sajida
Khairallah Tulfah, who is
believed to be in ~tar and his
eldest daughter, Raghad, who
has been living in Jordan, also
were named, but no reward
was offered for information
on them.
The national security
adviser said authorities were
closing in on the Egyptianbom al-Masri.

•

•

•
•

•
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Bolivians to vote for assembly to
rewrite constitution
LA PAZ, Bolivia - Voters
on Sunday chose a national
assembly that will retool
Bolivia's constitution, a crucial test for leftist President
Evo· Morales as he seeks to
empower the country's Indian
majority and exert greater
state control over the econo- .
my.
Voters will also decide
whether Bolivia's nine states
should have more fiscal and
political autonomy - an issue
that has exacerbated longstanding tensions between
the country's more wealthy
eastern lowlands and the
poorer, less fertile Andean
highlands.
The main opposition party
is making Morales' close relationship with Venezuelan
President Hugo Chavez the
central issue, accusing Chavez
of orchestrating Morales'
campaign to remake the constitution in South America's
poorest country.
Bolivians will elect 255 delegates to the assembly, which
will begin work Aug. 6 and
take up to a year to rewrite the
constitution. Two-thirds of
the body must approve the
. changes, which then must be
endorsed in a nationwide referendum.
No polls have been conducted, but Morales' Movement Toward Socialism party,
PLEASESEE
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"
We are Loving Donation, a national egg donation agency that has client
families throughout the world seeking their egg donors through us.
If you are willing to be one of the angels that tielp. these w'om~n, you will
be the recipient of a most generous compensation for your time and
effort, but more importantly, the feeling that YOU have deeply affect~d
someone's life with your kind and selfless gesture. We are always seeking
healthy, responsible women ages 19-30, to ~s~ist our families ~ith such a
precio9s gift. You must be a non-smoker, w1thm 30 l~s o!your ideal body
weight, and be willing to travel (all expenses paid!) 1f necessary.
Please call our national egg donor recruiting office and ask for Lindsay.
Call (800) 563-0098 or www.LovingDonation.com.
\

•
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' CLAST not meant to burden
,, college career, director says
,

UCF offer~-. :, · :any services to prepare students for CLAST,
ut some still .: .ave trouble passing, argue exam's existence

tion and math skills.
According to UCF's University Testing Center Web site, a
It's 7:45 a.m., a time when student is eligible to take the
most college students can just CLAST exam after they have
barely roll out of bed for early completed 18 credit hours and
morning classes, let alone an the exam must be met before
exam. A large white sign taped 60 credit hours are takeIL If a
to the outside of UCF's Com- student has not passed the
munications building briefly exam after an additional 36
outlines assigned classrooms. credit hours, UCF restricts
Inside, many students crowd · future enrollinent into classes.
Rachel Rubinski, a comparthe halls. Some are desperately
cramming for the test, while ative politics and international
others calmly sit against the relations major, .said the
building's cold walls.
CLAST requirement can be
Finally, the test administra- stressful.
tors open ,the classroom doors.
"I took off of work, and I
Swarms of students file in, studied to make sure I passed
offering an admission ticket, because it got to the point
name and two forms ofidentificatioIL Pencils and test booklets are distributed to test takers as a blanket of silence
coverstheroonL
But this isn't just any exam,
it's the College-Level Academic Skills Test. Every college student in the state of Florida is
required to satisfy the CLAST
requirement if they are seeking
an associate of arts degree or ~
bachelor's degree. Without
passing scores, exemption or
- JENNIFER WRIGHT .
an approved waiver, graduaSARC ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
tion is unreachable.
To some students, a test of
this importance can lead to where I needed to sign up for
stress. Others view the CLAST classes, like I'm in my third
exam as just another test to year of college and I need to
· graduate soon," she said
worry about.
"In general, I think it's a realBecky Piety, assistant direcly big pain in the butt:' hospi- tor for the University Testing
tality management major Center, said students usually .
Andrea Lewis said ''I hate the pass.before it starts affecting
idea that we have to take this · graduatioIL
test, and so much of graduating
"Because a student can take
and our ability to enroll in the exam as early as earning 18
other classes rides on this one credit hours, there's less
test that comprises random chance of a student having to
things that you've already cov- face retention in college for not
ered [in college classes].''
passing:' Piety said "One ofthe
These "random things" are basic requirements for consid- .
the CLAST's four subtests: eration for a waiver of a
mathematics, English language CLAST subtest is that a stuskills, essay and reading. The dent must have tak~n a specific
four subtests are designed to subtest at least four times."
measure a student's attainment
To help students pass on
of college-level communica- their first try, the Student Aca-

JENNIFER ALVIRA
Contributing Writer
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"It [CLAST]
shouldn't truly
add stress to
the students'
lives."

demic Resource Center offers
the best services to help prepare students for the CLAST
exam, Piety said These servic- .
es include tutoring, computer
software, study guides and
videos.
Mathematics major Heather
McMahon said similar tools
helped her pass the test.
"I didn't mind taking it [the
Cl.AST exam],'' McMahon
said. "But it was easy to me
because I took the review
class.e s so it was really helpful."
Because of the services
available, the CLAST exam
shouldn't be a burden to a student's college career, said Jennifer Wright, assistant director
for the Student Academic
Resource Center.
"The one thing'that I'll say is
that it shouldn't truly add stress
to the students' lives," Wright
said
But Rubinski says that her
busy schedule and passing the
CLAST e~ added up to a lot
of pressure.
Advisers try to educate students about the CLAST exam
as early as orientation, Wright
said The test becomes a negative Inindset, and it frustrates
students more when they can't
pass, she said
There are ways the CLAST
exam can be·avoided altogether. A student is exempt if he
receives a 500 on the math and
verbal sections of the SAT or a
21 or higher on the math and
English sections and a 22 or
higher in the reading section of
the ACT.
According to UCF's University Writing Center Web site,
students who have earned a 2.5
grade point average in course
numbers ENC llOl and ENC
ll02 are exempt from the reading, essay; and English language
sections of the test.
Students who have earned a
2.5 grade point average in two
math classes listed on the Web
PLEASE SEE
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Criminal Defense Attorney
•Handling all types of criminal cases
including: DUI, DWLSR, and drug possession

And she wants you to save money.
That's why we cook up dozens (count 'em)
of gourmet specialties, including our
new selection of HOT entrees
for lunch and dinner. And it's why we
stuck a $2 OFF to the bottom of .this ad.

.!

Save o n ou r eight varieties
of flat breads, topped with
spicy shrimp, asiago beef,
Caribbean chicken,_and lots more.
Great as a meal, or share one as a side dish.

Office located at:
1802 North Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32826

Or t ry the Big BIG Baked Potato, covered
wit h you r cho ice of smokey chicken, pot roast, grilled
veggies,Tex-Mex chicken and salsa, or classic
Reuben ingredients.

•Available·24 Hours
•Free Consultation

Plus, t here are four toa~ted sandwiches, including
No burgers,
i he .best Reuben you ever ate, probably.
no pitiful pizza,
no substanda rd subs.
Just great gourmet food, made fre sh.
And $2 off any single menu selection
- right now, at Crispers!
fl, EGAL 20
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To see all our m e nu selectio ns and discover e mployment opportunities,
. visit us at www.crisper s.com
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$4.99 and receive one of our cool,
delicious Smoothies, FREE!
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NATION &WORLD

HIGHER
EDUCATION

BRINGING

What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Getting good grades could be
just as easy as A, 8, C
From 2002 to 2005, almost
70 percent' of the grades
given out to students in the
state's three public universities were A's and B's, according to figures provided by the
schools.
In spring 2005 at Arizona.
State University, 45 percent
of the grades given out were
A's.
The predominance of topletter grades is similar to
national numbers. A 2005
survey by the National Survey of Student Engagement
revealed 86 percent of the
grades awarded to freshmen
were A's and B's. The number
climbed to 92 percent for
seniors.
Some researchers say the
numbers indicate that grade
·inflation remains strong and
is
overstating
student
achievement.
Robert Gonyea, associate
director of the survey based
at Indiana University, said
students reported they are
doing much less work than
professors say they should
but are still earning high
grades.
The prevalence of A's and
B's also reflects how much of
a stigma a C has become, said
Jerry Hogle, UA's vice
provost for instruction.
"Today, students are afraid
to get C's:' Hogle said. That's
why every semester at UA,
many Sh\,dents expecting a C
or lower withdraw. Most who
remain earn A's and B's.

Fake online degrees seem to
.offer promotion, new job
"No Studies, No Attendance, No Waiting, No Examinations." So begins the
online pitch of one degree
mill - a "school" that issues
fake college diplomas for a
fee.
The temptation is great: a
piece of paper worth a raise
or promotion sans the hefty
student loan payments.
Paying from $60 to several
thousand dollars, one can get
degrees ranging from GEDs
to
Ph.D.s.
Practically
overnight, it's possible to
become a computer programmer, educator, medical
technician or even an aeronautical engineer on
paper. And for a price, a
degree can be backdated and
transcripts can be had with a
4.0GPA
Some experts estimate
"schools" issuing diplomas
for less-than-usual amounts
of work are raking in hundreds of millions or possibly
billions of dollars each year,
often using the Internet to
lure both witting and unwitting customers.

TO

YOU

Nobody crams for tests anymore, or at least people who have taken UCF Test
Prep Courses don't. We prepare you for a higher score on the GRE. GMAT. LSAT,
MCAT or SAT... at a lower price. In fact our price is less than one-third of what
you'll pay with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call 407.882.TEST or
visit
. www.testprep.ucf.edu. Register online using Priority Code 0804F
.

Trial starting in slaying of coed
that changed sex laws
FARGO, N.D. The
abduction of 22-year-old Dru
Sjodin from a shopping center parking lot and the discovery of her body five months
later, after an emotional
search, has led to major revisions of sex offender laws in
two states and to North Dakota's first federal death penalty
case.
Alfonso Rodriguez Jr., a
53-year-old convicted sex
offender, is to go on trial
Thursday in federal court in
Bismarck. He has pleaded
not guilty to a charge of kidnapping resulting in the
death of the University of
North Dakota student more
than two years ago.
Federal prosecutors have
said they will seek the death
penalty if he is convicted
Sjodin, o( Pequot Laj.ces, ·
Minn., disappeared Nov. 22,
2003, from: a Grand Forks
mall.
Sjodin's bo.d y was ·found
the · following April, after
deep snow melted, in a
ravine near Crookston,
Minn., where Rodriguez
lived with his mother. That's
about 25 miles from Grand
Forks.
. Over the next two years,
lawmakers in North Dakota
and Minnesota . approved
tougher sentences for sex
offenders, including life without parole for the most serious offenses and stricter
supervision of offenders after
they leave prison. .

UCF

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.

JUAN KAR
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ABolivian Aymara indigenous woman votes inside a church in the village of Copancara,
some 35 miles from la Paz, Bolivia on Sunday.
FROM
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fuel costs.

or MAS, was favored to win a D.C. dried out for July 4th aowd,
other areas are still struggling .
majority in assembly.
Shortly after voting in
WASHINGTON - · One
Chapare, Morales said he week after the nation's capital
wanted Bolivian's constitu- experienced some of its worst
tional overhaul to serve as an flooding in more than a cenexample for the world
tury, museums and other
Morales won the presiden- attractions were dried out
cy in December by a histori- and open for the long July
cally wide margin and Fourth holiday weekend
remains hugely popular,
Elsewhere in the Norththough his relations with the east, however, thousands of
United States have chilled people were still trying to
due to his forging of closer clear away flood debris and
grime, or were still homeless
ties to Venezuela and Cuba.
While Morales' govern- after record flooding blamed
ment has used decrees to for at least 20 deaths in Pennadvance some of its goals, . sylvania, Maryland, New York
such as nationalizing natural and Virginia
On the National Mall, the
.gas production, it wants the
constitution to enshrine its 40th annual Smithsonian Folk
accelerated transfer of state- Life Festival was open,
owned land to peasants.
attracting 80,000 people on
Perhaps the most divisive Friday's opening day.
issue Sunday is a separate balRecord flooding forced
lot question asking if voters thousands of people to evacufavor shifting many executive ate their homes over the past
and financial powers to the week in Maryland, Pennsylva-.
states from the central gov- nia, New Jersey and New
ernment.
York state.
More than a foot of rain
fell last weekend around the
Stonny weather forces second
Washington and· Baltimore
straight delay for shuttle
region.
CAPE CANAVERAL The Delaware· River
Stormy weather prevented
NASA from launching· Dis- between New Jersey and
covery for the second day in a Pennsylvania had fallen
row Sunday; extending a year- below flood levels after inunlong grounding of the space dating low.:.lying communishuttle prompted by persist- ties. At PhilliI\-'>burg, N.J., the
ent trouble with fuel-tank Delaware crested Thursday
at more than 14 feet above
foam.
Lailnch offidals said they flood stage.
More than 200 people
would try again Tuesday, on
the Fourth of July, after giving spent Saturday night in shelthe work force a day of rest ters across upstate New York,
and a chance to replenish the and uncounted others were
shuttle's on-board fuel. The still in hotels, motels and the
weather was expected to homes of friends and relatives
improve
by
Tuesday, waiting for iilspectors to give
although rain was still in the them permission to return
home.
forecast.
Others had been able to
Shuttle .
commander
Steven Lindsey and the six return and start cleaning up.
The federal government
other astronauts had boarded
the fueled spaceship just an had declared eight New York
. hour earlier for what would counties disaster areas. One,
have been only the second Chenango, gave an early estishuttle flight since the 2003 mate of $32 million damage to
Columbia disaster. The infrastructure alone.
Five other counties hoped
countdown was halted with
more than an hour remaining, to be added to the declaramuch earlier than Saturday's tion.
New Jersey was still awaitpostponement.
The back-to-back delays ing word on federal disaster
cost NASA an estimated $2 aid Sunday.
million in overtime pay and
-:- ASSOCIATED PRESS

RIPPE LIFESME INSTITUTE.
at Florida Hospital Celebration Health
Is conducting a study comparing the
effects of sweetened beverages on ·
energy regulation. We are now
recruiting women.

Participants Receive
• $300.00
•
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Health Screening
Complete Blood Work
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Quality Care Clinic
WALK INS DR APPOINTMENTS • INSURANCE DR CASH

FRlENOlv At JO KNOWLEOG~ Amt STAFF
CONVENIENT HOURS • NO APPOl~TMENT NEC:fSSARY
OFFICE HOURS: M-F ·NOT OPEN ON WEEKENDS

To qualify you must be female,
overweight between 2-0-60 years
of age and otherwise healthy.
You must be able to participate
in 2 overnight stays.

WALK IN CLINIC BY UCF CAMPUS

WA~K IN CLINIC BY METROWEST

3403 Technalllgic:al Ave. Sulte-14

2411 South Hiawassee Rd.
(in the publix shopping plaza)
Orlando, fl 32835

(next to [!lanet smoothie)

IJrlanda. fl 32817

407.275.5655

407.521.0075
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Students
left in· limbo
byCLAST
exams

II

..
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UCF junior Lauren Meyer was recently chosen to be a member of the March of Dime~·
National Youth Council. Meyer has been involved with the charity since the seventh grade.

•

UCF junior picked.
· for ·March of Dimes
,~ national council
$6,000 for the March of Dim.es
and won the Top New Team
award
"I wanted to have a way to
A junior at UCF, Lauren
Meyer has been selected to get the mission out of the
assist the March of Dimes as a March of Dimes to the stumember of its National Youth dents and the community,"
Meyer said. "Th~ UCF KnightCouncil.
The National Youth Coun- Walk was amazing and it was
cil members work closely with worth it."
other volunteers to provide
March of Dimes Executive
leadership and assistance with Director Kelley Lesperance
the design and implementa- said, "We look forward to
tion of the March of Dimes · increasing youth involvement
and its youth programs.
in Central Florida through
Meyer, 19, is no stranger Lauren's leadership."
when it comes to advocacy
This isn't the first time that
and reaching out to the com- Meyer has started something
munity.
new related to the March of
"I've been volunteering Dimes. Born and raised in
with the March of Dimes since Ocala, Fla., she started Links
seventh grade," she said ''Vol- for .Life, "connecting middle
unteering has always been a school, high school, and colbig part of my life."
lege students for a healthier
The March of Dimes is tomorrow,'' when she was in
leading a national effort to high school
"I would go to different
save babies from premature
birth by funding research to schools and give semi,nars and
find its causes and by support- speeches about the March of
ing local programs that offer Dimes to students," she said
Her past volunteering and
hop~ to help families with a .
organizing efforts played a
baby in intensive care.
"We try to help prevent large role in Meyer's selection
premature births, birth defects for the council.
and infant mortality," said
"Kelley and I decided LauJenni Ishman, community ren would be the. perfect candirector of the Central Florida didate because of all the work
she's done with the March of
division.
Dimes," Ishman said. "We
Prematur~ birth is the No. 1
killer of newborns and a major were very confident that she
cause of serious health prob- would get selected"
Meyer couldn't be happier.
lems. According to a recent
press release, 532 babies are Serving as ·a liaison for the
born prematurely each week March of Dimes and Florida
in.. .Florida and
students, she will teach stu. that number is
nsmg.
dents the different ways to
Wanting to involve the fundraise, and show them how
UCF community, Meyer they can help bring awareness
decided, along with the March · to their community.·
of Dimes in Orlando and VolMeyer will serve two years
unteer UCF, to hold the first as a March of Dimes represenUCF KnightWalk to raise tative.
money for research.
For more information
The event, held March 26, about the March of Dimes,
had over 100 walkers partici- visit .
pate in the two-mile brisk www.marchofdimes.com/flori
walk. KnightWalk raised over da or call 407-599-5077.

ILEANA RODRIGUEZ
StaffWriter
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site are exempt from the math
section.
Mark Poisel, associate vice
president of academic development and retention, said that
few ·people do not meet the
requirement. "It says something about our teachers and
students, which is good,'' he
said
.
However, McMahon said
thetestshouldjustdisappear.
"I think it [the CLAST exam]
should go away just because
there's so many tests now,''
McMahon said "I feel like I'm
back in elexp.entary school. I
had to take the SATs, and this
test, and this test, you know,
and my dad's a teacher and he's
like 'that's all we do now is just
testing, testing.' It's annoying,
we're supposed to be prepared
for college."
Jessica Stage, who earned
her master's and bachelor's
degrees in social work from
UCF, said a student's grades are
more important.
"I don't really think that it
[the CLAST exam] was necessary," Stage said. "I think that
they should judge people based
on the grades that they made in
college or in high school"
The CLAST exa:m is a timed
test is that is administered three
times a year.
Test administrators write
start and stop times on a dry
erase board, which allows students to control time spent- on
each question.
,
Some students hope they
never have to take another ·
CLAST subtest again but for
others, it will take more than
one time to pass.
"I felt relieved that I had gotten it over with," Lewis said "I
was very happy I could go
home and go back to bed, but I
knew that most likely I would
have to take it again.",

The

• Secured and Gated Community
• Health Club Style 24-hour
Fitness Center
• Picnic and Recreational Area
• Computer Room with Broadband
Internet Access
• Children's Outdoor Playground
• Solariums in Selected Units
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• Professlonal Business Center
with Conference Room
• Private Garages are Available
• Car Wash Area
• Club House, Swimming Pool and
Sun Deck
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· Study offruit flies has
resulted in drugs for
~ Alzheimer's, Parkinson's
FROM

Al

• the way genes function in
humans," von Ka1m said. He
went on to say that studying
fruit flies has contributed to
' the synthesizing of human
drugs for ailments such as
Huntington's
disease,
, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's,
and contributed to a greater
understanding of cancer.
The Discovery's mission• will take place over the course
ofl2 days.
While the mission has
many facets, one of which
includes restocking the International Space Station with
new supplies, Kimbrell and
~ von Ka1m are anxious for new
scientific information from
studying fruit flies in zero
gravity.
"The thing we hope for the

most is the unexpected," von
Kalmsaid
The flies were placed in a
container 28 hours before the
scheduled launch. Three ciays
into the mission astronauts
aboard the shuttle will change
the flies' food tray. During _their
flight, the flies will be introduced to a.lethal fungus: Beauveria bassiana On the.·g round
there is a control group of flies
who are also being exposed to
the same fungus. Kimbrell and
von Ka1m want to know how
reduced gravity affects the
flies' ability to combat the fungus.
The flies, once exposed to
the fungus, typically die within
· a few days. Depending on how
they sllrvive in space, scientists will be able to better
PLEASE SEE
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~- Flight Training in· Central Florida
Located at the Orlando-Sanford Intl
Airport. Falcon Flight can help anyone
learn to f ly. Come enjoy th e freedoms
of living in Central Florida. and the
adventure air t ravel provides .
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Private-ATP RlghtTralnlng
Aircraft Rentals
Professional Alrllne programs
2 & 4 year UVSC College Degree
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Falcon Flight Sanford
www.falconflightsanford.com _
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Start dates can be negotiated
to allow time after graduation
resume when put in the right employer how months of ti;avlight.
eling enlarged a student's horipany's homepage.
.
''.Anything that broadens . zon is to include the employer
Gapyearjobs.co.uk is look- your perspective or gives you in the planning period.
ing for volunteers to build new insight that you might not
"If you are ,talking ,to an .
houses and classroonis in otherwise have had is going to employer and you kn.o w about
Ghana. The Web site can't be a good thing;" said Christine [your gap year] already, you
offer money, but it can promise Willard, adviser at the UCF could negotiate your start day,"
an experience different from Career Resource Center. ·~s Willard saiC;l. That way a stuthe usual.
the world becomes more glob- . dent would get to take his time
Learning how to make al, employers are going to look .off and have a job when returnbricks out of a mud press and for that more and more." ing, she said.
facing the sorrow and poverty
Willard said that while the
These considerations never
Ghanaian people live with may CRC does not offer programs crossed Knightly's mind. "I
make volunteers appreciate specifically focused on gap · wanted a fresh start when I
the fme life they have at home. years, students should careful- came 'back," he said.
And the Discovery Channel ly choose the right activity for
At first, it wasn't all that
takes the term "job adventure~' some time off.
fresh. After returning to the
to a new level with its show
· "It would depend on what U.S. and in need for m~ney,
The Deadliest Catch. There, you are going to do, how you Knightly resumed his college
people can apply to spend a are going to use the time and job at the print center at Office
season on a ship on Alaska to how you leverage it to employ- Max. Two months back into
catch crab. The salary is phe- ers," she said. "By not going his old routine, customer,
nomenal, but the risks are right into the work force, you impressed with Knightly's perenormous too.
are taking yourself out of the formance, offered him a fullWhether a gap year means a . work force."
time job as a graphic artist.
growth in money or life experiAn alternative to later havKnightly, whose degree is in
ence, it can benefit one's ing to explain to a potential Liberal Studies, took it.
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Hitt airlifted to Florida Hospital
Orlando after heart attackJune 24
FROM

Al

thoughts and prayers that have
been extended to me and [my
wife] Martha over these last few
days:' Hitt said during the news
conference.
"Particularly, I would like to
thank Dr. Seifein and Dr.
Schwartz and all of the great
nursing staff here at the Florida
Hospital for their wo~derful

care:'

Hitt said. ''I feel very luck}T;"
Hitt has lost more than 100
Hitt began to have chest pains. pounds in the past few years
After taking a short break and since beginning a regular exerrealizing he wasn't feeling any cise program and maintaining a
better, he called his wife and 911 · healthy diet
on his cell phone.
"I would encourage everyone
Eniergency workers from the to think of their health and
campus station arrived within 10 watch your diet," he said. "You're
to 15 minutes and started to treat less likely to have a heart attack if
you're fit, and if you have one,
' Hitt
''Everybody did a great job," you're more ~ly to survive:•

Riding his bike before dark,

'

Bring t~is ad in

to receive your
$99 move 1n fee
offer expires August 31 st1 2006

Apartment complexes send warnings,
information in wake of local burglary·
FROM

Al

Communities said in a statement. College Park Communities, of which Pegasus Landing
is a part, refused to colll.lttent
further.
Pegasus Landing will have
courtesy officers on site seven
days a week during evening
hours to patrol the property,
Katie Miller, a public relations
representative from Gregory/FCA Communications, said in
an e-mail on behalf of Grim.
The officers will check all
resident parking permits and
screen all guests Thursday
through Saturday evening.
Also, ·the current · safety
awareness program will be
enhanced through educational
.seminars, meetings with UCF
police and on-site staff, and a
poster campaign will be developed ''to keep safety awareness
on residents' minds," Miller
said.

Many Pegasus Landing residents were unaware of the burglary several days after it happened.

"It frightens .
me to think
that these
•
cr1mes
are
happening ·
'right where I
live."
_:__ JILLIAN HOLLOWAY
PEGASUS LANDING RESIDENT

"I have not heard about any

robbery occurring, and no
fliers have been posted," resident Jillian Holloway said. "It

_frightens me to think that these
crimes are happening right
where I live."
Other
student-oriented
apartment complexes in the
UCF area, such as Jefferson
Lofts Apartments, have been
disseminating safety tips since
the June 24 burglary.
Lofts management has posted fliers on all residents' doors
, stating: "Pegasus Landing had
an intruder come in through
the front door. The residents
were bound and gagged. Make
·sure you lock your front door!"
Miller said the best way to
prevent burglaries is for residents to keep their doors and
windows locked at all time~.
even when they are home, be
w~tchful of unknown people
and always keep keys secured.
UCFPD have asked that
anyone with information about
the burglary call 407-823-5555.
.
For crime prevention tips
visit http://www.police.ucf.edu

•
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Researchers, NASA interested in effects
of low, zero gravity on astronauts health
FROM AS

understand the significance of
gravity's role in the human
immune system.
NAS.Ns primary interest in
this experiment is related to
the health of astronauts in
long-term flights.
· According to both von Kalm
and NASA'.s Web site, the organization's long-term goal is to
·establish a forward base on the
moon. Because· of the moon's
low-gravity conditions, it is
important to understand just
how gravity affects the human
immune system.
.
ANDREW VAN WART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"In terms of the experiment
UCF life science professor Laurence von Kalm's research is based on the fruit fly.
it will be very exciting if we
NASA since the Columbia dis- vehicle," Griffm said, accordfmd out that there are effects
from zero gravity," von Ka1m aster in 2003. The Columbia . ing to a CNN transcript. "I've
was brought down by a large kind of steeped myself in thiS
said.
piece of flyaway fuel-tank foam problem over the last month,
The Discovery's · launch,
~ and I am quite confident that:
originally scheduled for Satur- · insulation.
"I judged the odds to be we've got a very good chance
day afternoon, was scrubbed
twice over the weekend due to very low that we.' re r~king a of flying and flying safely."
adverse weather conditions.
Launch officials say the Discovery's departure ~ill be
rescheduled for July 4, allowing for a day bf rest and for
replenishment of the shuttle's
fuel tank.
NASA
administrator
Michael Griffm has pushed the
Discovery's launch forward
even in lieu of concerns by
other top agency members
concerned about fuel-tank
issues. This launch will mark
the second flight into space by
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Dippin', duckin' and dodgin' the ball
Intramural Dodgeball is one of the.most popular sports played at UCF, yet its rise in participation isn't shocking
VICTOR ANDERSON
Contributing Writer

Dodge, Duck, Dip, Dive, and Dodge.
Rip Tom's character in Dodgeball, Patches
O'Houlihan, made those five words famous in the
2004 blockbuster movie. With the intramural
dodgeball tournament beginning on Wednesday
night, those five words will come into play more
now than ever during the swnmer edition of intramural dodgeball. The sport that was added to the
rapidly growing list of intramural sports only three
years ago has seen its participation and enthusiasm
grow leaps and bowids. Thirty teams started this
summer in their quest for the coveted IM Sports
Championship T-shirt and the right to be called
Kings (or Qµeens) of Dodgeball. This is moderate
comp~ed to the main season in the spring semes-

•

I don't
know if I
can take
Redick in
Orlando

..

CHRIS HOYLER.

•
•

ter, fun put it on the schedule as' a tournament and match consists of three 5-minute games. Points are
dodgeball was born."
awarded based on how many players are left and
In the following semester, the inaugural iritra- the amowit of time left when the game ends. Those
mural dodgeball tournament was held coinciding results are calculat~ and the Dodgeball Champi~
with the opening of the brand-new Recreation and onship Series standings are released the next day.
Humble beginnings
Wellness Center. More than 15 teams came looking Then, those standings are used to dictate the folDuring the 2001-2002 school year, UCF was in to claim· the first dodgeball 1championship and it lowing weeks' schedule. League Coordinator
the final stages of finishing its brand-new Recre- proved to be a huge success. Looking to capitalize Marissa Dienstag widerstands the impact this has
ation and Wellness Center and was looking for on its immediate impact, dodgeball was made an . on teams in terms of preparation for the dodgeball
something to help kick offthe grand opening in Jan- official intramural league during the 2002-2003 tournament.
uary 2002. Cahen was here as an IM sports gradu- · school year and has been a rapidly growing sport
'We post the schedule weekly to see how they
ate assistant back in 2001 when the seed for iJJ.tra- ever since. Since its official formation into a league did, then we would base the next week's schedule
mural dodgeball was first planted
in spring 2003, the number ofteams has gone from based on their performance the week before,"
''I asked our associate director and fun Wilken- 39to104 this past spring and that number is sure to Dienstag said. "Teams don't like playing teams
ing to consider putting dodgeball on the schedule," grow for next season.
worse than they are, then all of a sudden in the
Cahen said ''He told me I was crazy, and that it
playoffs play a team harder than those they played
wouldn't be a good idea. 'Much to niy suri:>rise, Rules and regulations
PLEASE SEE G"ROWING ON A8
when the schedule came out prior to the fall semesF.ach six-player team plays two matches and a
ter where the number of teams increases threefold
In fact, according to Assistant Directory of Intramural Sports Gary Cahen, the amowit ofteams participating in dodgeball has increased every season.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL PREVIEW: PRESEASON TOP 30

Sports Editor

In this space last week, I said
that the NBA Draft is the hardest of any professional sport to
• judge the day after.
But, you know what, Dick
"' Vitale's slnlliiig face made me
want to puke.
I knew, at some point during
the 2006 NBA Draft on
Wednesday night, I would see
Dickie V, spouting his Duke-loving rhetoric, with the hydrant
set on ''J.J. Redick versus North
. Carolina" mode.
I just prayed that it wouldn't
come after the 11th pick in·the
draft, belonging to the Magic.
But when David Stem
stepped to the podium at 8:42
p.m. EST, the words were
uttered, and Redick was a member of the Magic. The face of
Arkansas' Ronnie Brewer, one of
utter dejection, was a bit calmer
than mine as I flung my water
jug against my roommate's wall
I know, I said last week that
. even if the Magic took Redick, I
wouldn't flip out, but that was
more me trying to convince
myself not to take it too harshfy.
I also didn't expect Brewer'to be
sitting there when the Magic
was on the clock.
At 8:44 p.m. EST, I began
writing this, and two minutes
later, I had received a call at
home and two on my cell
phone, because for weeks I told
anyone who would listen that if
the Magic took Redick, I would
cancel my plans to buy a 10gaihe ticket plan immediately.
Sure, for the $100 I won't give
them, they'll probably get a few
dozen people to buy plans just
for Redick alone. There are a lot
of Duke fans out there, of
course.
So while I was being goaded
on because my worst nightmare
came true, I thought logically
about the situation, taking into
accowit what the guys on
DukESPN were saying.
Great pick, Stephen A Smith
and Greg Anthony said, though
they couldn't agree oil whether
D~t Howard commanded a
double team, which led to me
questioning whether Anthony
had watched one Magic game .
last season.
Redick's the best shooter I've
seen in my 28 years, Vitale said
He's handled the road pressure,
the heckling of the opposition's
fans, better than any player I
have ever seen, he insisted
Sure, but what does that
PLEASE SEE
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MATI POLLITI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF offense, pictured here during the Conference USA Championship Game against Tulsa last December, comes back largely intact next season, returning nine starters, losing just Brandon Marshall and Darcy Johnson.

·B REAKING THROUGH
Teams30-16

CHRIS HOYLER
Sports Edit~r

'' '

ummer workouts are firing up and everyone is undefeated.
The weights are being slanuned, the sprints are being ran, and hope springs eternal
for the 119 teams that play Division I-A football.
With opening kickoff less than two months away, the Future is going to-get you·ready for
the season with the preseason Top 30. In six installments, we will run down the teams with
the best chances at playing in 2007, from the New Year's Day pretenders to the handful of
teams that have a chance at playing in the inaugural stand-alone BCS National Title Game
in Tempe, Ariz. on January 8. "
PLEASE SEE

KOLB ON A8

Over the next few weeks, we
will unveil the rankings, but
here is a brief preview.
30.UCF
29.Rutgers
28.Houston
27.LSU
26. South Carolina
25.0regon
24. Texas Tech
23. Boise State
22. Virginia Tech
21. Michigan
20. Nebraska
19. Navy
18.Purdue
17.Georgia Tech
16.Utah

Volleyball releases 2006 schedules,' adds transfer
BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

As UCF volleyball coach !\4eg Colado
prep:;ll'es her squad for their second season in Conference USA. she annowiced
the team's 2006 schedule on Wednesday.
After a disappointing 9-17 record last
year, the. Golden ·K nights hope that a
change in their schedwe will lead to a
change in their results. The Knights will
· play six of their first seven contests in
the UCF Arena and will have a total of15
home matches. In 2005, the Knj.ghts
opened with a 2-5 record after playing
their first seven matches on the road.
The team played just 10 home matches
all season and did not make its home
debut witil Sept. 27.
Maybe it is for the best that ·the team
will get to sleep in their own beds often.

They will need to be at the top of their
game to tackle some tough opponents.
The Knights will face five teams that
participated in the 2005 NCAA Championship. While that list comprises of
·Florida Atlantic and Florida A&M, UCF
will also face the C-USA champion.
Marshall twice and a pair of top-ZS
teams in BYU and Florida.
.
In their most recent meeting agfilnst
the Thwidering Herd, the Knights
fought valiantly against the top seed in
the C-USA Tourney, taking the Herd to
a full five games, but fell, 3-2. The BYU
Cougars finished the year at No. 25 in the
AVCA/CSTV Coaches Poll. Florida
ended 2005 with an impressive 30-2
record and ranked fourth in the final
AVCA Poli
y'
1
'We are so excited to be playing more ·
home matches this season," Colado said
in a press release. "This will give our
I

fans n:iany more opportunities to come
out and cheer us on.''
Those first six home matches will
come as part of two UCF tournaments.
On August 25 and 26, th::: Knights will
face Stetson, BYU and. Florida International in the UCF Fall Invitational. On
September 1 and 2, the Knights will take
on Samford, Furman and Utah Valley
State during the UCF Classic.
UCF will then open their C-USA
slate at Southern Miss. The Golden
Knights will make its conference home
debut on September 22 against.SMU.
The rest of the Knights' league schedule
will include matches versll!: Eru.t Carolina, Memphis, Tulane, UAB and UTEP.
·~s always, we have a very tough
tournament schedule that we hope will
prepare us for a difficult conference
schedule," Colado said in a press release.
In other news, Colado annowiced

that the team has added Stephanie
Serna, a middle blocker who has transferred from Birmingham Southern. .
Serna will have three years of eligibility remaining when she begins the 2006
season this fall.
She is the sixth new member of the
team, joining Erin Campbell, Andrea
Youngblood, Cassie Ramaekers, Lauren
Williams and 'llicia Scott.
"Stephanie is a wonderful person
with a terrific attitude," Colado said.
"She is a competitor and jumps very
well. She has the potential to make an
immediate impact in our progranl."
In the 2005 season, Serna played in29
games (five starts) and 16 matches.
Though her season was plagued with
injuries, she still managed 53 kills for a
1.83 kills per game average.
She also tallied 29 digs, 14 total blocks
and four service aces.

Growing
tied to
facility
space
FROM

A7

earlier. They want to see the
top teams before the playoffs
so they are prepared should
they face them again in the
playoffs."
Dodgeball is pretty simple:
if you get hit or you throw a
ball and someone catches it,
you're out. Following the rules
is one thing; trying to enforce
them is another matter. Take it
from someone who has been
an Intramural official for the
past 3 seasons: dodgeball is the
hardest sport to officiate here
at UCF. Although the rules for
dodgeball are pretty simple,
Cahen knows that controlling
the game and keeping the players in line is an enviable task
for any intramural referee.
"Imagine being a baseball
umpire and trying to deter. mine whether apitch hit a batter, and multiply that by three
... and repeat it for five straight
minutes. It's not easy;' Cahen
said
.
Sometimes players can get
a little out ofhand and will per' form their best impersonation
of Rasheed Wallace, and we're
not referring to his disappearance in the Eastern Conference Finals. That is where officials who were hired and
. assigned by Dienstag step in to
· handle the situation. ·
"If someone does act up
toward an official or another
opponent, they will receive a
technical foul and will have to
sit out the rest of that game as

"If someone
does act up
toward an
official ...th~y
will receive a
,technical foul."
- MARISSA DIENSTAG

\\!ell as the next game," Dienstag said "In other seasons, ·a
team would lose only 50
points, but this year, a team
loses 100 points for a technical
foul to show that we are not
gbing to tolerate poor behavior
and poor sportsmanship out.
here." Cahen expressed similar
thoughts· when it came down
to sportsmanship among the
athletes involved in dodgeball
by stating ''We'll continue to
emphasize sportsmanship, and
those who can't abide by that
will lose their opportunity to
participate."
Something that dodgeball is
lacking on a major level is
sportsmanship and respect for
the rules and calls made. Not
only will players misbehave,
but they will more than likely
try and cheat during a match,
staying in play when they
know they were hit. "Dodgeball brings out the cheater in
many people, and it's complicated by the fact that it's the
hardest sport to officiate," said
Cahen when ::i.sked about
potential cheaters.

Explanation and expansion
Expansion of the league is
inevitable and the overwhelming popularity of the sport is
making this a reality. Still, the
ability tp play it over multiple
days like basketball and floor
hockey is limited due to the
number of courts available and
other leagues going on. ·
''We'd love to [expand the
league], but facility space is the
key to adding more spots and
nights for oilr dodgeball
league," Cahen said. · "Just
about year-round, every available night is taken by all of our
indoor sports such as basketball, volleyball, and floor hockey and those leagues are
already maxed out with teams
on the waiting list. Hopefully
with the future expansion of
the RWC, more courts are
included that will allow not
just dodgeball, but every sport
to grow:'
·
As for now, intramural
dodgeball will just have to settle for the _superlative of "Best
Intramural Sport to let out
your anger after a bad test, day;
J""'" and/or date:•
)

Rough Weeke·n _
d?

Kolb set to break records
FROM

A7 ·

Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
? Fake ID?
Disorderly Con d uct ·
.
D
·
king?
Drug Possession? Underage rin
.

30.UCF
Projected record: 10-2 (CUSA East Champions, losses to
Florida, Houston)
Why they are here: There
are very few teams in the country retw::ning all five Starters on
their offensive line, but the
Golden Knights do just that,
with one senior (Center Cedric
Gagne-Marcoux) no less. They
also return a full unit of sophomores as starters in the secondary; led by Preseason All-American candidate cornerback Joe
Burnett.

YOU HAVE OPTIONS ...
I CAN HELP

Why they could move up:
Playing Florida in the second
week of the season is about as
good as it gets for a strong midmajor like UCF. UF will not
have a strong grasp on their
opponent's trends, leaving
them vulnerable to a trick play
or a new wrinkle that has not
been exposed The entire
schedule plays out well for
UCF, with only one set of backto-back road games and the
other three non-conference
games at home.

. Why they could move
down: Pittsburgh, Southern
Mississippi and South Florida
are all very talented teams that
are capable of winning in
Orlando. UCF also benefited
from winning some very close
games last year despite not
playing their best (Marshall,
Rice, East Carolina). If they do
not get the benefit of the doubt
in the turnover battle, like they
did in racking up a +11 effort in
back-to-back wins against
Tulane and ECU, they will find
themselves on the losing end of
some nail-biters in 2006.
· Best case scenario: 12-0
Worst case scenario: 7-5
Swing game: Sept. 26 vs.
Southern Miss

REBECCA BARNm I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Houston quarterback Kevin Kolb scrambles during last November's 31-29 loss to UCF.

potential dream season.

Why they could move
down: Within that winning
schedule, they have a tough
stretch of three straight on the
road, starting with USF and
continuing after a bye with
Navy and Pittsburgh. It says
here that Pitt is not going to live
up to the hype (again), but playing three talented teams consecutively on the road is hard
enough for an established program, let alone one just gaining
confidence like RU. Three
straight losses are just as likely
as two wins.
Best case scenario: 10-2
Worst case scenario: 6-6
Swing game: Oct 21 at Pittsburgh

Brewer and Carney make
more sense than Redick
A7

trap.slate to in the pros? It can't
be clutch shooting, because I
can give you some great examples to the contrary.
I can't explain my disappointment, but it is akin to
Vitale's feelings after Redick
single-handedly built Duke's
football stadium with his bricktastic 5-for-21 effort against
UNC on March 4. Fatigue,
Vitale said Emotional fatigue.
At-home. Redick's shrink must
have been sick that week
What's Redick going to do
when he has Gilbert Arenas,
Dwayne Wade and Joe Johnson dogging him on a nightly
basis? Ask for a timeout to
recharge his emotional batteries?
sl.ire, Howard commands
two defenders, but what is he
going to do in the paint when
those star two-guards blow by
Redick and have a free pass to
the hoop? We might be enjoying Howard on the bench,
because he'll have five fouls
before the start of the fourth
quarter covering for Redick.
What good is Redick's
amazing shooting range then,
when he doesn't have Howard
commanding double teams?
He can't create his own shot,
·which Carney and Brewer can,
and it is na'ive to think that
their shot selection and range,
which was the biggest·criticism
of both, won't improve. Jameer
Nelson can drive, and that will
create shooting opportunities
for Redick, but his lack of size
and non-existent athleticism
only accentuate his temble
man-on-man defense. He is not
a st~er, but you can be sure
that tgie Magic will use him as

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

E.

RICHARD

such, despite his fatigue in the
half-as-long college season.
The Magic, after severing
ties with Deshawn Stevenson
for the ri¥1e being, have no
perimeter stopper. Backcourts
can drive at will against Nelson
and Redick, leaving Howard
and Darko Milicic, who picks
up fouls a,s easy as he does
rebounds, to stand up smailer
guards in the paint and get
whistled
My big problem is that the
Magic needed a perimeter
scorer, and they are commit- .
ting to Redick. Ifhe was the
fifth scoring option, no problem, but until we see him on
the court, I'll argue that it looks
like they drafted him with the
intention of making him, at
worst, the third option.
After about 45 minutes I
still can't get my head around
all the reasons this pick stinks.
Maybe I'll lighten up, but for
the time being, I'll leave you
with this memory.
March 24. LSU vs Duke.
Redick shot 3-for-18. Think
about that. He was guarded by
a freshman named Garrett
Temple, complaining at every
opportunity about how he was
being played too physical
Too physical In college.
Against LSU. This is a guy that
is expected to be a consistent
scorer in the league?
I beg of anyone who
expects Redick's game to
translate to the NBA to tell me
why. I'll listen, I'll print your
letters, just please, I'm begging
you, explain why this pick is
good for the Magic.
Do it for my sanity. '
Chris Ho'1er can be reached at

sporft@UCFnews.com

HORNSBY,

P.A.

CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY

(407) 540-1551 or Toll Free (866) 540-1551

www.orlandocriminallaw.com
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Defore you decide, ask me to send y ou
free written information about my qualifications and experiences.

Stop paying high retail prices for ink!

28.Houston

Projected record: 10-2 (CUSA West Champions, losses
to Miami (FL), Southern Mississippi)
Why they are here: Like
UCF, tl).ey are the favorite in
their C-USA division because
of experience. And while
UTEP returns the exact same
makeup of starters (seven on
offense, nine on defense), the
Cougars pass-first offense
29.Rutgers
Projected record: 9-3 (loss- returns all of their weapons,
es to Navy; Lousiville, West Vir- from quarterback Kevin Kolb to
ginia)
the starting three wide receiver
Whey they are here: The set of Donnie Avery; Anthony
Scarlet Knights have a winning Alridge and Vmcent Marshall.
schedule, opening up the sea- . Art Briles' team should be good
son with North Carolina, Illi- for a 30 point per game average.
Why they 'c ould move up:
nois, Ohio and Howard If they
get by UNC on the road, they A weak non-conference schedshould be 4-0 when they head ule presents just one challenge,
to Tampa to open up the Big Miami (FL). The Hurricanes
East slate, and by then the new host the Cougars at the end of
quarterback, likely sophomore September, and while UH may
Mike Teel, will be acclimated be tested the week before when
they host Oklahoma State, all
with the offense.
Why they could move up: their chips for a dream season
Greg Schiano's team seems to are pushed to the middle of the
have very little upward mobili- UM table. This game is very
ty; but they do have Louisville at similar to UCF-UF, a Septemhome after a bye. If Schiano's ber matchup that could drastidevelopment into a big-time cally change the fortune of the
coach continues, he could fig- visiting underdog.
Why they could move
ure out a plan to give his team a
. shot at ruining the Cardinals down: If they get caugh~ look-
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ing ahead to the 'Hurricanes,
Oklahoma State will be waiting
to pounce. Also, they have to
make a trip to Southern Miss,
and while they get their following three games at home, they .
come against arguably the
other top three teams in CUSA (UTEP, UCF, ·Tulsa).
Briles has had just one winning
season at home at UH, so the
home field advantage might
not be enough to avoid fatigue
when they play Tulsa
Best case scenario: 12-0
Worst case scenario: 6-6
Swing game: Oct. 28 vs.
UCF
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WINGS

Jumbn Wings:
Inn less nr Origin I
5 (1Flavor, 1 Ranch) ............. 4.49
10(1 flavor,1 Ranch) .., .. ...... 6.99
15 (1 flavor, 1 Ranch) .... ....... 9.49
20 (1or2 flavors, 2 Ranch) ...... 12.99
30 (1or2 Flavors, 2 Ranch) ...... 18.99
50 (Up to 3 flavors, 3 Ranch) .... 28.99
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) .... 38.99
100 (Up to 4 flavors, 5 Ranch) ... 48.99
Add Celery.......... ............ .49
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch •• ••• ••.69
Add Fries To Ahy Wing Order. ..... 1.99

Chicken fingers
Pkt Your Quantity• Pick Your Flavor
· DippedQBooSide

Buffalo Shrimp

10 Wings, Ranch &
Wedge fries.....7.99

5 Chicken fingers &
Wedge fries .....7.99
10 Buffalo Shrimp &
Wedge fries .... 7.99

Wedge friesRegular
Regular 1.99....... Jumbo 3.29
Cheese fries egular
Regular 2.99...... . Jumbo 4.59
Beer Battered Onion Rings..
Regular 2.49 ...... . Jumbo 4.59
Mozzarella Stix)
(5) Regular 4.59.... (10) Jumbo 7.99
fried Mushrooms
Regular 4.59........ Jumbo 7.99

kets

Junior
• -'?:-i~'-';!;~~

3 (1 flavor) .... , ........ 4.49
5 (1 flavor) ............. 6.99
10 (1or2 flavors) ...... 12.9_9 •
20 (1 or 2 flavors) .,, •• , 22.99
50 (Up to 3 flavors) ..... 48.99

10 (1 flavor) ....... , .... 6.99
20(1 or2flavors),...... ll.99
30 (1 or 2 flavors) . .....16.99
50 (Up to 3 flavors)•.. .. 24.99

Z e
skets

Wi

'P

&

REGULAR
M

Sf

Ranch or Bleu
Cheese & Celery ••. . .99
Garden Salad ....... 4.99
Side Salad .......... 2.49

5 Wings & Wedge fries ......... .............................. 5.49
3 Chicken Fingers & Wedge Fries ............................. 5.49
5 Buffalo Shrimp & Wedge Fries .. ............................ 5.49

in

FRIES
tJ'4

s11uu
CHOOSE
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FLAVOR
FUl
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OUR STANCE

The good, the bad,
the .r idiculous
0

•

•

n Saturday, almost 200
new state laws went into
effect Some are good, ·
some are bad and some are, to be
frank, ridiculous. Here are a few
highlights:
,
Public colleges and universities are now barred from sponsoring trips to countries labeled
as terrorist states. This one has
already been challenged in federal court by the American Civil '
Liberties Union on behalf of
Florida futernational University's
Faculty Senate and several individual professors.
The ban covers Cuba, Iran,
North Korea, Sudan and Syria
No good can come of allowing
. individual states to meddle in
international affairs and security
· and all this ban can accomplish is
hampering·education in foreign

affairs.

.

Let our professors go!
Florida's annual budget has
gained some weight, fattened by
a booming economy. The state
will spend $713 billion. There are
increases for virtually every facet
of state government, with $25 billion safely held in reserve. One of
the most significant increases
will be $1.77 billion for public
schools, up 8.7 percent per student.
This is a good thing. Throwing
money at the problem that is
Florida's public school system
may not be a complete solution,
but it certainly can't hurt.
Speaking of public schools,
about 700 students in the voucher program that was declared
unconstitutional will be allowed
to transfer to another one that
has yet to be challenged Vouchers let students attend private

schools at public expense. The
}aw also imposes new standards
on private schools that accept
voucher students.
So, rather than improve public
schools, Gov. Jeb Bush will continue to outsource education
through his pet program. This is
a program that's going down
voucher program by voucher
progrfUD. Moving students from
one program to another like pingpong balls does a disservice to
education.
On a lighter note: plastic .
knives and butter knives are now
exempt from the definition of
weapons banned from schools
under an already existing zero
tolerance policy. Finally.
· For the college set, there are
new laws offering need-based
financial aid for students whose
parents don't have a four-year
degree. This seems kind of silly;
is Florida saying that students
who qualify for need-based aid
and whose parents have a fouryear degree don't deserve aid? It
seems like a quibbling distinction,
but any aid is good aid·
BrightFutures:M:edallion
Scholarships for community college students were bumped from
75 percent coverage of tuition and
fees to 100 percent. Yay!
Military-style juvenile bootcapips Will be abolished and
replaced by residential centers
for juvenile offenders.
This law was sparked by the
death ofl4-year-old :M:artin Lee .
Anderson, who died after being
hit repeatedly by guards at a boot
camp in Panama City.
This law was a long time coming, and it's a tragic fact that a
child had to die before Florida

lawmakers recognized that these
forms of punishment and crime
deterrents are more dangerous
than they are useful
·Good riddance to boot camps.
For pet lovers, under a threeyear pilot law; dogs will be
allowed to dine with owners out- .
side local restaurants if approved
by local authorities.
The law originated in Orlando,
where some local restaurants had
developed a niche market by
offering doggie mentis to outdoor
customers.
This law is harmless, unless
you're allergic to dogs, in which
case you can flee to the blessedly
canine-free and air-conditioned
indoors.
Ticket scalping is now legal in
Florida, to the thrill of many
Nascar fans at last weel,<end's
Pepsi 400 in Daytona Before,
people couldn't sell tickets for
more than $1 more than its value.
Now they can charge whatever
they want.
Supporters say the law will
create a free-market system ~d
create competition. However, the
most likely result will be rampant
misuse of ticket-selling systems
where people who want to buy
tickets for personal use have to
compete with people who want
to buy up tickets and sell them at
inflated prices.
Bad law; go lie down.
However, if you eat key lime
pie wjth your beagle at your
favorite outdoor cafe (because
you couldn't afford tickets to that
week's desired concert), you will
be eating the official state pie.
Beating out sweet potato and
pecan, key lime became Florida's
state pie Saturday. Tangy.

Think voting this
·Independence Day

•

I

•
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t's time for Americans to
declare independence from
. an arrogant and selfish government.
. ·
fu New Jersey, Gov. Jon S.
Corzine is not in the holiday
spirit. He shut down nonessential government services Saturday.
Why take such drastic action?
A budget dispute. Essentially,
beginning at 12:01 Saturday there
was no agreement for this fiscal
year.
Why? Corzine wants to raise
the state sales tax from six cents
to seven cents. Others do not.
The legislature is locked
The lottery and some construction projects were among
the first cut. Luckily, Corzine will
allow some New Jerseans to
enjoy their holiday as state
1
beaches, parks and campgrounds
will remain open through the
I
Fourth of July, after which they
will close if the dispute between
Corzine and state Democrats
continues.
Al,x>ut 45,000 employees were
furloughed and 36,000 were kept
working without pay.
There is no excuse for the
government of any state to get so
tied up in its own disputes that it '
cannot approve a budget in a
timely matter and keep the state
running on schedule.
One cent ic; just not that
important.

But New Jersey is not alone in
the world of selfish leaders.
In Avon Park. Fla., the city
council will vote July 10 on the
illegal Immigration Relief Act
Ordinance, a measure to allow
for fines against businesses that
hire and landlords that accommodate illegal immigrants in the
city, which has about 8,800 residents.
The ordinance was introduced by :M:ayor Tom :M:acklin
and also stipulates that English
will be the official language in
Avon Park. Goverhment offices
will no longer be required to
include other languages, such as
Spanish. in their automated telephone systems and similar information sources.
However, opponents to the
law say it is difficult to enforce
and unnecessary. Federal policy
already requires employers to
verify an employee's status and
there are far too many methods
of gaining citizenship for a landlord to be able to reasonably verify them all.
All that can come out of this
legislation, if it passes~ iS an
atmosphere of fear among businesses and landlords.
What happens if landlords
stop renting to anyone who looks
foreign for fear of being fmed?
As a country we have progressed far beyond that sort of
behavior; it is irresponsible of

our leaders to be encouraging it.
And what's with the ~e
rule?
Spanish-speaking U.S. citizens are still U.S. citizens and
should be helped to understand
the city's telephone messages the
same as anyone else.
These two men have reached
far beyond the boundaries of
their power. Now they're just
screwing with their constituents'
lives.
And they're not alone. Leaders in small towns and big towns
across the country have moved
bey()nd abusing their power:
now they're beating it to death.
AS the fir~works go off Tuesday, Americans should be thinking about their country and all
the good that could come from it
if people just paid a bit more
attention to whose name they
were checking at the ballot box.
So pass the ketchup and think
a little. Elections will bb coming
around again in November, gear
up to pay ·attention. Voter
turnout is always hyped during
the presidential elections, but it's ·
the local elections that affect
individual <;itizens the most and
the election people don't participate in will result in the laws
they'll be whining about come
next year.
Ride that big-band induced
wave of patriotism straight to the
ballot box this fall.

..

READER VIEWS
why our environment is in shambles.

'Man on the S.treet' shows
ignorance, indifference,
laziness toward biking

. -JEFFGORE

The ":M:an on the Street" section in Monday's Future was possibly one of the most
disgraceful things I have seen in this paper. It
says a lot about the prevailing attitudes of
laziness and indifference around this campus
and our country. Dare I say, it also says a lot
about the quality of the students this univer' sity is cho<;>sing to admit.
The excuses range from the lame to the
laughable, but are all too predictable in this
culture of convenience:
"I hate people riding bikes they make me
mad" If I didn't know any better, that phrase
sounds like something more akin to a 5-year
old after a traumatic collision with a bike. "I
don't want to look like a grandma." Yeah,
because when I see a girl biking on the side
of the road, the first image that pops into my
mind is my 70-year-old grandmother, pedaling away, trying to keep her dentures from
falling out. "... plus, people steal bikes." People steal cars too.
The one person who didn't say something
moronic or make a transparent excuse falls
into the common category of the sympathetic, yet hypocritical passive observer: Bikes
are good, but I don't bike. It is hardly disputable that no matter how strongly we may
feel about something, it is our actions that
ultimately matter the most.
I guess the Future isn't as much of an
influence on the student bo,dy as it would
hope, considering that fairly recently it had
published an article about the unofficial bike
club on campus and the benefits of biking.
If these six students are an accurate representation of the sentiments of this campus
(and the country), then it is little wond~r
why so many Americans are overweight and

Hitt's successes outweigh
his failures; an alum wishes
him a speedy recovery
. The news of the heart attack to President
Hitt was shocking and troubling. For a recent
alumnus, this unfortunate event created some ':
introspection on my experience at UCF and · ~
what President Hitt has meant to our great
''
University.
Through the years, the Future has reported ' ..
stories on the professors' demand for higher
pay, the struggling of the 2004 Football team,
and scoffed at eti,ch and every raise President : ''
Hitt received. However, these are singular
"'
events, and President's Hitt's successes have
been gradual·and broader than any singular '" ...
headline.
When I started at UCF in 1999, its reputation was budding, but certainly not fully established. Now that I am a law student, my Business degree from UCF feels as heralded as if it.
were from any institution in the state. Enrollment under President Hitt has seemingly
tripled Of course, the campus paper and students will focus on the inability to find parking.
However, doing so neglects the immense benefit of the future vast and influential alumni
community.
As any newspaper will. the Future will likely
examine the achievements and failures of President Hitt's administration. The natural tendency for journalism is to scoff at power. fu the
case ofPresident Hitt, it may be more beneficial to examine the long-term successes that lie '
beneath short-term headlines.
-~
I ask the entire UCF community to wish
President Hitt a full and speedy recovery.
'~
, Respectfully,
~

.

-DAVID S.EHRLICHi
UCFALUMNI 2~

The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed300 words and must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar,style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to407-447-4556. Questions? Cal,1407-447-4558.
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'What safefy precautions
do you take?'
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BRYAN ROSANDER

DAVID MARTIN

NICHOLAS TILLEY

Computer Science

Information Technology

History

"Idon't know that I've been doing
things any differently, but we do try to
keep the doors locked."

"I already do things like checking my car at odd hours of the night. Iwill
probably be even more precautious
now."

"I have always looked around me
wherever Igo and keep good wits
about me, but Inever feel explicitly
, threatened."

.
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"I think that you can prevent most of it
[susceptibility to burglaries] by keeping the car and apartment doors
locked and by not leaving expensive
items out in the open. Sometimes I
hear screams outside then when Ilook
outthe window nobody's there."

"I actually make sure to lock the door
before I leave to go downstairs to my
car. Ieven check the locks twice. Ifeel
safe in my apartment, though.
Hopefully it'll stay that way."

"I've always felt that Pegasus Landing
isn't the safest place to live but I've
never personally felt threatened. Ididn't even know about the burglary, but
it doesn't surprise me."

Advenising: 407-447-4555
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By Phone: 407-447-4555
By Fax: 407-447-4556
In Person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

SUMMER DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:
9 a.m. Sun. for Mon. issue
Phone, Fax, In Person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSI NESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS

RATES

Rate

100 Help Wanted: General
12.5 Help Wanted: Part-Time
150 Help Wanted: full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

C
.C
C
B
B
B
A
A
B

Rate(

Rate

325 for Sale: Automotive
350 for Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets
400 Services
500 Annoilncements
600 Traver
700 WOl'Ship
800 Miscellaneous

B
A
A
B

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

A

B
8
B

900 Wanted

$18
$J.2

First issue:
Each addJ issue:

B

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
' Necessary. Training Provided.
' Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

AC RO/GYMNASTICS
TEACHER WANTED
Must be good with klds:For Interview
please e-mall Ucallmeda1@aol.com

What could you do with
on extra $600 a month?
~

Visually impaired individual looking for
readers to help with class work in
summer and fall. Hours flexible, please
contact Ali for more information
407-453-0837

To buy or sell, call Marla 407-333-8158
Restaurant

Baby-sitter Needed
M/Wfrh afternoons/12-15hrs per week beginning Aug 2006. For 9 yr old & twin
6 yr old girls. Maitland. Must have
experience, references, and own
transportation. Call 407-740-7933

BABYSITTER- M-F 2-6;
dwntn ORL; pick up kids after school;
help w/ homework; $11/lir; e-mall
resume to aplogstedt@yahoo.com
EARN CASH - STAY IN SHAPE. FT &
PT Movers and Packers needed.
Suddath/United Van Lines. Call 407843-6683 or email hroten@suddath.com .

LeVy Restaurants is now seeking energetic team
members to join our family of passionate restau. rateurs at our Downtown Disney® locations!

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car.req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Tropical Smoothie Cafe is looking for
energetic and outgoing people.
. Flexible hours. Apply in person.
10501 J. Blanchard Tr. inside the YMCA
407-658-1610

All locations are currently interviewing
for the following positions:
SYSTEMS ANALYST INTERN
Tandem Health Care, a premier network
of long-term care nursing facilities, is
seeking a 'Systems Analyst Intern for the
summer. This position supports the user
c:Ommunity and interfaces with the
programmers to troubleshoot software
problems and test enhancements to the
code. Fast paced IT department.
Background in Lawson HAMS preferred.
For quickest c;onsideration please apply
to:
www.tandemhealthcareers.com
·
Tandem Health Care
800 Concourse Pkwy S. Suite 200
Maitland, FL 32751
Fax: (407)264-6823
Email: mailbox001@
tandemhealthcare.com
SF/OF/EOE
HR@tandemhealthcare.com
Summer Jobs. Campaign Work.
M-F 3-9pm. $9 plus an hr. FT/PT.
407-835-3569
Prr Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

SERVERS • HOST/HOSTESS • LINE COOKS
CASHIERS • DISHWASHERS
Apply in person daily. 2pm - 4pm:
Restaurants located in Downtown Disney t-4, exit 68

(.
·:
~'.

Summer tired of flipping burgers .. .
Summer tired of delivering pizza .. .
Summer looking for ...
HIGHER PAYING SUMMER JOBS!!!

$100 SIGN-ON BONUS!
FULL-TIME PAY, PART-Tli'J:E HOURS

$8 - $15 hour I .(iverage
*NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY "

• Just minutes from UCF, Valencia,
Rollins & Full Sail
• Flexible A°i\f & PM Shifts
• Paid Training
• Guaranteed Base Wage Per Hour
• Incentive Programs
• Business Casual Environment

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers in
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys. ·
Looking for baby-sitter for 8 year-cild
triplets. Mon-Fri 3p-5p. Duties include:
light errands, pick-up/drop-off, help with
homework, etc. $10/hr. 407-365-8096
The Butcher Shop Steakhouse on I-drive
now Hiring for all positions: servers,
bartenders, cooks. preps, and bussers.
Please call 407-363-9727

1\vo convenient locations:
Winter Park (Right off University Blvd)
407-673-9700 (A.~k for Monique or Luz)
Orlando (Near the Airport)
407-243-9400 (Ask for Gerica or Laura) .

APPLY TODAY!!!
START-MONDAY!!!

Women ages 21-30 you can help make a
miracle happen! Egg donors needed to
help women who are waiting to become
moms. 6-week process,
$3,000 compensation.
Call our clinic, 407-740-0909

Now Hiring
Monuaue lntern's:
FRONT GATE/GIFT SHOP - CASHIERS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• free admission
• referral bonuses
• free q4arterlytickeu
• flexible hours
• college tuition assistance • and more.

""'t#wfld

Apply online at w~wildorfando.com,

OTHER POSITIONS:

•Full/Part time

FOOD & BEVERAGE CASHIERS & COOKS

•Flexible Schedules
·Room for advancement
·N0Experie,11ce Necessary

HUM AN RESOURCES

6100 INTERNATIONAL DRIV&• ORLANDO, FL 32819

(407)354-lOBS • FAX (407)145-1005

•$15/base appt.
·Big Commission Potential!
•Business Majors Preferred

Contact: Aitor@407.869.8485
Email: UCF1284@yahoo.com
Earn $10 in new research study
conducted in Research Park.
Requires approx. 1 hour
Info: email kimsushil@gmail.com

call our Joblineat (401)248·1600, .
Email hr@wetnwildorf.comor visit our Human Resources
Department daily between 9AM and 4PM

EVERY
OPPORTUNITY
UNDER THE

How2 Group is an establtshed Fort
Lauderdale based Dot Com expanding
into the Orlando area. We are looking for
enthusiastic & confident self-starters for
our online advertising call center
(FT/PT). Hiring sales reps & managers.
Several shifts avail w/ flexible hours. Will
train inexperienced but motivated
applicants. Take advantage of this
ground floor opportunity by joining one of
the fastest growing Internet companies.
Receive generous compensation
including Base, Commission, bonuses,
daily spills, full benefits, stock options,
and a great working environment.
How2 Group currently owns & operates
www.how2vacation.com, www.how2ski.com, www.how2buyflowers.com,·
& many more. Please call
Ray or Ricardo at 407-740-8033 or
866-750-HOW2 or email your resume to
jobs@how2group.com.
Servers Wantei:I PT/FT
No exp necessary. Energetic people
w/ positive attitudes. Only 20 min from
UCF. Come in between 9 and 5.
The Brlarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.
Family-run Italian restaurant now hiring
experienced servers. Apply in person at
1425 Tuskawilla Rd, Winter Springs.
Corner of Tuskawilla and Red Bug in the
K-mart shopping plaza. 407-659-0101
MOONWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
NEEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/proof of
insurance. Call 407-810-4003.

College Park family need babysitter for 3
boys ages 8, 5 and 15 months. Up to 4
days I week from 2 PM - 6 PM - hours
are somewhat negotiable. Pay
negotiable. Please call Angela Shaw at
407-422-1316
.
Landscape/Lawn Maint. Immediate
openings, good pay, flex schedule.
407-718-5412
Downtown Orlando's only sports bar
is now accepting applications for
, servers Mon-Fri between 2-4.
Call The Clubhouse at 407-447-5225
Part-time office administrator I
receptionist I bookkeeper University
Unitarian 407-737-4018
http ://universityuus.org/coa.htm

Help Needed! Easy work! Quick $$$!
$30/shift. Tues. 1Oam-2pm or
2pm-6pm.
Must be able to lift at least 40lbs.
E-mail all inquiries to
MiiaM@KnightNewspapers.com for
more information.
Activity assistant for senior assisted
living residence in Oviedo, 10 minutes
from UCF. Every other saturday and
flexible weekday hours. Must love
working with elders, have reliable
transportation, and be responsible. Great
experience for health-related majors and
applicants that are senior-friendly. Drug
screening and background checks
required. 407-97'.7-8786. Ask for Pam.

Trash Grounds Keeper
for Hunter's Ridge Apartments on '
Goldenrod Rd. and University Blvd.
$1 Olhr Sat an,d Sun Bam-1 Oam
Drug Screening and Criminal
Background check req. 407-677-7070
Prr Male Domestic Help to Assist and
care for active 11 yr old triplet boys every
other weekend. Must be strong, athletic,
and physically fit. $12-15/hr. Please
submit resume to 813-752-9875.

FULL-TIME POSITION
Seeking outside sales representative for growth oriented industrial
packaging company. College degree preferred, excellent computer/
communications skills a must. Benefits include 401 Kand medical.

Send resume to: HR, P.O. Box 278, Zellwood, FL 32798 or

EARN

email belinda.rbdriguez@iconserv.com EOE,DFWP
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New Donors

Alarm installer needed. No exp. nee.
Immediate openings in Leesburg
area. Previous Alarm, Phone or Cable
exp a+. Benefits & 401 K. Must have
vehicle. E-mail resume to
gaf_hr@bel Isouth.net.

GUARDIAN ALARM COMPANY

SPECIAL
,.
~10 Off ER
····················----····

Bring this ad
for $5 extra •
on 2nd and
:.
4th donation. :

Residential and Commerdal Alarms· CCTV· Medical Monitoring
(800) 932-7233 • (561) 998-9561·(561)998-9837fax

•
TWO MEN AND ATRUCK.

I

"Movets Who Core:

Movers/Drivers _

Grow with us. Largest local moving company
in the U.S. is looking for customer oriented
individuals to earn up to $14/hr or more
with tips as a Mover/Driver. Sign on bonuses
up to $500. We offer benefits, monthly
bonuses & paid vacation. FT & PT positions.
Get all the details and apply in person:

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and eamcash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
www.dciplasma.com
321-235;9100
., -

~JOHNSTONE
~& SUPPLY
·

REGULAR FULL ·
TIME WAREHOUSE

• Excellent Pay· Job Incentives· Health/Life/Dental
• Paid Holidays • Paid Sick Days • Paid Vacation
• 401 (k) With Match • Must be able to pass drug screen

Receive1. order fill &stock inventory items.
Must be able to frequently lift, stoop & bend.
Were proud of our history ofsuccess. It's a story that we

..

feel ever}' customer, store owner, staff member and
manufacturer shares with us, and we believe those first
50+ years ofgrowth and success are just the start.

.. Apply in person at:

~651

S. Rio Grande, Orlando

or email res"f e to jaxhr@johnstonesu~ply.com
·I

(enttaf :Jlotitlil 1utut:e

• July 3, 2006
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150
3/2 House, Fully furnished, Rent includes
utilities and cable, full kitchen, 10 min
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. Asking
$495/month per room.
Available Aug. 1st. Females Only!
Call Nadia 407-929-9972

2

I

t-'
8 .4

Sanford- Private Bdrm, Utils,
Cbl/lnternet. Use of: Livg Rm, Ktch, .
W/D by aiding ACTIVE personable
male WHEELCHAIR person to BED at
NIGHT, household duties. Exp not
needed, 407-547-6832
Room for Rent in townhome. Util. incl.
wireless int, cable, w/d Corner of Alafaya
and Colonial. $540/mo 904-864-7784 or
407-282-1834 or 904-359-1179

Room For Rent-Male.

P.E.O. See

Available now. In 3/2 home 1O min fr
UCF campus..Close to VCC too, fenc.ed
back yard, cable/roadrunner/wireless,
HDTV, 2 car garage. w/d, $450 + 1/4 util.
(407) 521-5563

g:

•Outside Sales Executives
•828 Sales
•No experience necessary
•Base salary plus commission
'•Full benefits

UCF Area: Beautiful neighborhood! 3/2
house.washer.dryer 2 car garage.
$1350 mo. New tile floors throughout
house w/tiled back porch.407-948-8409

1bed 1bath in Tivoli
$810 a month $200 deposit OBO
available July 21st
Call; Sarah 407-697-6415
Trblemaker86@aol.com

3/3 at Pegasus Landing

4 BEDROOM IN NICE SUBDIVISION
Close to UCF. Avail end of July for
responsible individuals. Rent Incl all util,
(water electric, cable, hi-speed internet),
homeowners association fees, &
yardwork. Appliances, w/d, & community
pool. Avail Aug 1st. 913-908-8185
or rentucf@yahoo.com.

New Avalon Park Townhome. 312.5 w/
1 car garage. Gated, all appliances
utilities, hi speed Internet Included.
$1695/mo. Call 407-641-5782. Re Max

Classy Homes/Vacation
Homes of all sizes I Built in 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home or share
from $450 and up, master $600 and
up. Share the most luxurious homes
· w/ others on a joint lease. We match
you perfectly w/ other professionals &
pay referrals. Call 407-629-1600,
407-716-0848; 407-33.4-6658 .
http://Nancepropertylnvestments.com

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom home.
Behind UCF. Internet/Cable, utilities,
W/D, dishwasher, community pool,
$525/month. Avail. immediately.
Summer or 1 year lease. 321-438-1354.

FOR RENT OR SALE
WATERF.ORD TRAILS NEW HOME

412 LOTS OF UPGRADES CLOSE TO
SHOPPING AND UCF·
CALL PAM 321-299-2055 .

i

Great 312 hom~~for rent In Oviedo!
Big backyard with new deck and
patio. 5 mlns from UCF. Pets
allowed. 1,200/month, call for move-In
specials! call ashtye@ 407-587-9897

Cypress Bend/Gated
Dean RdJ15 Min. UCF. Fancy 4 BDRM
Home of 2005. 2 +1fl baths,
Huge Master, HS Internet In all Rooms
All Appliances Incl. Cov. Porch,
Comm. Pool. $1850 a month+ Utll.
No Dep. + $1200 back after 12 mo.
joint lease. 407-716-0848

CYPRESS BEND/GATED
Classy-200412-Story, 2800 Living .
SQFT. 4BR-3& 112 Baths,
Master/400SQFT. For Profess. Group
or Family/Joint Lease. Com. Pool,
HS-Internet. All Appl. Included
$2200 plus Utllltles.
Anette-407-716-0848

Individual rooms for rent in
beautiful 4 bedroom home. Less
than 5 mlns from UCFI Rooms
priced from $450-550 per/mo. Move
In dates between 711-8/1. Call David
at (850)322-4818 to reserve nowt

...

3B/2B (2 Masters) Available Aug 1st
Includes W/D and water. Located at
Ventura Golf Comm. 20 mins from UCF.
$1100/mo. Call 321-297-6756
2 Bdrm 2 Ba Condo. 1138 sq ft. 3 miles
from UCF in Waterford Lakes. All new
carpeting & appliances. Basic cable,
garbage, W/D, digital phone, pool, .
jacuzzi, & fitness center included.
$1,200/mo. Call 407-69.4-0651 -

1

Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or .
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREEi Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM
1st Floor 2 bd/ 2 ba condo. 1/2 mile from
UCF. W/O, comm pool, water view,
fitness cneter, tennis/basketball court.
$1200 negotiable, plus utilities.
Call 407-401 -2828
2 BO/ 2.5 BA in Victoria Pines. Brand
New Construction! Many upgrades!
$1300/month available immediately. Call
Mike at 917-560-1369

•

Gorgeous 613 home w/swimming pool,
backs up to conservation land, huge
open kitchen, open floor plan~. plush
carpets, too many upgrades to list,
located in beautiful and convenient
Waterford Lakes, only very responsible
individual. Leadership exp. or RA exp.
pref, $575/per person. Includes all utils.:
Internet, cable, security system, garbage
collection, sewer, pool service, yardwork,
& Home Owners Association fees. Avail
Aug 1st.
Call 913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
Townhouse For Rent in Cambridge
Circle. 2 Bd/2.5 Ba, all appliances
included. 1/2 mi. from UCF, W/D, Avail
Now. $850/mo. Call 407-310-6583
http://731 .rentclicks.com
New 4 bdrm, 3 bth, 3 car garage, den,
big kitchen, cvrd porch, 2647 sf,
w/curtains, com. pool & gym, near UCF
& hwys, $2100/mo w/$2100 dep, NS,
see www.geomix.net/home, Cypress
Lakes, live in style! 407-568-2654

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1bth $900-$1000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment (407)628-4441
New Avalon Park Townhome.
312.5w/1 car' garage. Gated, pool,
all appliances, $1295/mo.
Call 407-641-5782 Re Max
4/2.5 bath, 2200 sq It, new home. $1, 700
per month. Call 407-697-2481
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 Reserved parking spots, 1 Year lease.
. $825 r,ent, $1000 S~_!ity deposit
; Call 321 -536-5430 0~7-221 -0601.
I

2 bedroom/2.5 bath townhouse for lease
with option or 100% financing in Moss
Park area. Call Patsy Woody, Hunter R.E. 407-701-3865

Avalon Park: 3 rooms avail. in 3/2
. townhome. $1500/mo. Great location.
Amenities, community pool incl. Flexible
leases. Please call 407-489-8127

3/2,1600sq lt,beautiful area very close to
UCF, living & family rooms, no pets,
nonsmokers. $1350/mo.
904-210-4417/careyccii@hotmail.com

10 MINUTES TO UCF. $340/mo + utils.
Looking for female roommate. 1 room
available in a quiet 4/2 furnished house.
All house privileges. No pets, N/S.
12mo lease. 407-319-3751 .
***HOUSE ROOMMATES WANTED*..
2 Rooms Available [$400-$425]
ASHINGTON PARK - 3mi. off campus
Contact Scott (321 )278-5988
Professional couple seeks responsible
student roommates. 4/2.5 Waterford ·
Lakes home. $475/mo including
utilities. w/d, in-ground pool. Short term
lease. Tennis, basketball avail- rec
center. No pets/family pets on premises.
Call 407-737-2871or407-716-0313

Gorgeous Place to' live!!!
Responsible student needed for 4 BR
house behind UCF. Pool. Fully furn.
$535/mo. All Incl. DSL, Avail.
immediately.
Must be clean! Call 407-748-0887
or email ·aim179@yahoo.com
F needed for 4/2 house 5 min from ucf.
Brand new $510/mon all util included.
call 754-264-4843.
Female Roommate wanted for 212 condo
6 mi. from UCF $600/mo. includes
utilities: phone, cable, security system,
wireless internet, pool. no pets/smoking
call Sarah (407)671-8184
Female roommate wanted. Brand new
townhouse. Gated community,
garage; furnished, 1 ml. from
campus. $550 per month. Call Kelly ·
(941)302-1649.
Male roommate needed in 3/2
apartment. Nice place on a pond. Clean.
Approx. $450/mAnth including all utilities.
Call ChRs 321-217-6247

Need someone to sublease for the 20062007 school year, largest room in the
apartment and furthest away from the .
others, all utilities included, bldg is
located right behind subway across from
UCF. $540/mo. Call me at 954-309-2900
for more info.
, 3rd Floor 1/1 In 414 In Pegasus •
Landing $515/mon NO MOVE-IN FEE!!
Utilities, cable, internet, pool, and gym
Included. FURNISHED. Avail. Aug 1st!
Please call Sarah @ 863-258-1252

Bedroom and private bath

Female roommate wanted for a beautiful
3/2 house off of Valencia College Ln.
$375 a month plu~ utilities, monitored
alarm system. Call Crystal 386-931-3786
Room for rent, 2 miles from UCF.
Spacious home wt pool.
$400/mo util incl. Contact Steve
305-281-3104, 407-736-0064,
or email scasios76@aol.com
Room for Rent In House, UCF 10mins.
10X8 $325-$275, 11X11 $400-$350,
$200 sec.dep. all utilities included
Call Steve 407-267-4982
1 F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo.
Nice neighborhood, beautiful house, 4
miles from UCF. $550/mo, all utilities inc.
Call 786-344-3221
4 Bdrm House in Great neighborhood.
Need 2 roommates. $375/mo.
Available August 1st.
913-908-8185 or rentucf@yahoo.com
Location, Location, Location!
Seeking N/S F to share
New 212.5 Townhouse <1 mile from
campus.
W/I closets, private bathrooms,
security system.
$550/mo + 1/2 util.
Move in July-August 1
Lease Ends May 30.
Call Angela (321 )446-8933
Looking for M/F to share a Beautiful
312 house with 2 other females near
Waterford Lakes. $500/month all
utilltles Included. Call(850)598-3565.
F Roommate Wanted for 3/2 Apartmen.t
Dean Rd, Avail Now, N/S, no pets.
$450 including utilities. 407-243-2630
or KellyRoop@hotmail.com
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED for 3 bd
luxury apts in Winter Springs. ASAP!
Rent $357/Mo./small deposit req & 113
util. 15 MIN FROM UCF.. 321-948-7130.
N/S, M/F needed to share 3/2 home with
nice,clean,quiet malel Private rm/bath,walkin closets,internet,cable,phone,etc.Great house; safe area w/2 pools. 10
mins to UCFI $575/month inc all. Avail
now! Tim at 321-759-7382
Room for Rent In a 3 bdrm/2 ba.
Beautiful home, 5 mlns from UCF.
$500/mo. Call 954-649-4933.
Room Available in Brand New Avalon
Lakes 3/2.5 Townhome. $550 per
month, unfurnished bdr. Please Call
Mike at 561-350-9884
Room for rent, $475 per month
everything included, furnished. Pool and
tennis courts. Females only, call
Rebecca 407-701-8331.

Room In 4 bedroom house for rent In
Oviedo. 2.3 mites from UCF and
literally takes only minutes to get to
school. Never any traffic llke
Waterford Lakes. Looking for male
roommate preferably
upperclassman. Wireless Internet,
common living areas Including
kitchen already furnished, garage
space, and lawn already taken care
of. If you are Interested in throwing
parties this isn't the spot for you.
$480 Includes everything except
electricity. Please call Steven at
407-616-1628 or email
skay99@tampabay.rr.com.

ROOMMATE(s) WANTED
••tt•••********•*•
2 Bdrms avallable In 3BdrmJ2Bthrm
Lux condo at The Crest @ Waterford
Lake. 1 yr lease $600 per month all
Incl. Nonsmokers, no pets. 201-4461437
•4 rooms avail in 4/2 home 2 mins from
UCF/Dean Rd area. Huge back porch
' overlooking pond. $425/mo + 1/4 util.
Avail now. Call Ju~in (407) 489-8127
)

Take over my lease starting Aug 1 for
a 1/1 In a 414 at The Gatherings
(Dean/University). Lease runs for 1
year w/ option to renew. $475/month
all util. Incl. Call Wade (407) 435-3043
Waterford Lakes New Luxury Condo
Huge 2BRl2BA-Washer & Dryer
Gated, Pool, Security System
$1200/mo Call 321-297-7474

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
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Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
. ACROSS

·

1 . Flaky mineral
5. Takes
vengeance on
9 . Female
gametes
12. Repute
13. Plat portion
14. "Jaws" image
15. Compassionate
18. Prevent legally
19. Gumbo goody
20. Dry as dust
22. Calyx parts
26. __ was
saying ...
28. Intimidate
30. Parlor piece
31. Work crew
33. Holiday in
Hanoi
35. Lady of Spain
36. Put on guard
38. It makes a lake
40. Tube top?

2

3

41. Uninterrupted
series
43 . Experimental
results
45. Lingerie
items
47. Fire
50. Really funny
54. Pindaric
poem
55. Aware of
56. Bust a gut
57. Rotational
period
58. Trims limbs
59. Put one's two
cents in?

DOWN
1. Speck
2. Roman date
3. Can, for
example
4. Fervor
5. Skinny fish
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6. Back talk?
7. Arduous
journeys
8. Branded
9. O 'er and o 'er
10. Be
competitive
11. Clause

17. Happening in a
hurry
21. Semi. colon?
23. Hobby
24. Turner of
. films
25. Go off the
connector
deep end
16. It's a long
26. Turkish
story
officials
-~-~~ 27. Shaker
9
10 11
output

29. Espouse
32. Diving
bird
34. Not very
much
37. Foot
bones
23 24 25
39. Brewer's
supply
42. Greek
letter
4'4. Aquarium
favorite
46. Slothful
48. Bug that
bugs
49. Tyrant
50. Astroturf
alternative
51. Crete
peak
52. Former
Algerian
title
-~-~-~-~ 53. Leaders
-:--:--t---t----i

12
15
18

31

36
41

available for sublease in a 413.5 at
University House. Available Aug 18.
Rent $479/month incl. all utilities.
Call Carlee 321-749-0507

M/F wanted for unfurnished BO In 3
BRMD furnished home on lake, 6 mlns
from UCF. $600/mo Incl. utll, n/s, sec
sys, pool & tennis. 407-832-8160 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400.
Female roommate wanted to rent one
· bedroom in a 4/3 house in Waterford
Lakes. Rent $500 includes all utilities.
Available immediately through Dec 2006
Call 407-947-2464 or e-mail
kowens@orlandopost.com

Golf Community . Female only.
$500/mo and share bath.
Call 954-436-8924

1 r·m. in 414 apt, Pegasus connection,
utilities Inc., NO MOVE-IN FEES!
$4941mo Call Ashley 941-812-7866 or
.
941-776-3270

'*

Carpenter Helper

Rooms for Rent in Eastwood

1 bed/1 bath @ Heather Glen
Close to UCF
$745/mo- NO first, last or security
deposit necessary! Lease ends 3/07
Call Mike@ 845-742-0943
or 845-559-5621

For more information, please contact:
Phone: {407) 297-9722
Fax: (407} 767-5917
E-mail: Mcar~er@matrixpeo.c

for Hunter's Ridge Apartments on
Goldenrod Rd. and University Blvd.
$1 O/hr Drug Screening and Criminal
Background check req'd. No
experience req'd. 407-677-7070

Avalon Pk. F Roomrnate wanted. furn.
212 townhome pool/clubhouse $600 plus
1/2 util. 954.478.7369 or e-mail
beechbum 984 @ yahoo.com
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Solution a'nd new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

NEW TOWNHOME!
1. Room Avail in Goldenrod. 15 mins
from UCF, 5 mins from Valencia.
Everything included: DSL, cable, etc.
Only $500. Call Hassan at 407-575-5133
3 bed, 2 bath home in Nona Crest for
lease or sale. 100% of financing
available. Call Patsy Woody,PA, Hunter
R.E. 407-701-3865
3BdJ2.5Ba/1Ga Waterford Villa For
Sale. Walk to Town Center and just·3
miles from UCF. Gated Community,
Pool, Basketball & Playground.
Excellent Location!! $270,000
Call Mike@ 407-310-6583

BRAND NEW TOWNHOME
The Enclave - A Gated Community
2 Bedroom I 2.5 Bath/ 1 Car Grg
Spacious floor plan. New appliances
For Information contact
407-488-6211, or 321-217-0297 or
cbarrlos5@bellsouth.net
WATERFORD VILLAS. Almost new,
312.5, garage, gated, popl. Close to
UCF, shopping, all highways, under
$270k. Realtor bonus. Call Ursula
407-227-2525. Keller Wllllams.

Brand New Gated Townhome. 212.5

wt 1 car garage, 1300 sq ft. Granite
counters. 5 mins from UCF. $235k.
Call Erik at 321 -662-1025
Beautiful 212 condo with tile floors all
through-out. Nice and quiet community
less than .5 miles from UCF.
$180,000 Call 407-310-6583
Brand New 2003 Home. UCF area.
2200 sq ft, 4/2.5 bath. 2 story.
$330k. Call 407-697-2481

312.5 AVALON LAKES CLOSE TO
SHOP AND UCF. JUST REDUCED
PRICE
264,750. CALL PAM 321-299-2055

WHY RENT?
312.5 GATED,WATERFORD VILLA
BEHIND TOWN CENTER,3MILES
FROM UCF
GREAT LOCATION FOR WORK OR
SCHOOL
269,900 CALL PAM 321-299-2055

2006 Yamaha V-star custom cruiser.40+
mi/gal,low miles,accessories,helmet,garage kept,great bike! $7800. Call Tim
321-759-7382
Free Pick-Up! Junk Cars Wanted!
Call Anthony 321-263-6671

l..~v1:nAo0 Nfl Tl.,,O.. N- r;
Egg Donors Needed

Up to $10,000
Compensation!!!
Kind, Healthy, Responsible
Woman ages 19-30
Red/Blonde/Brunette Hair
Blue/Green/Hazel Eyes
Jewish/Asian/European

''·

'

Athlete/Tall/Dimples

Musically/Artistically Gifted
High ACT/SAT a Plus!
Floridas Hottest Adult Dancers!
Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$--ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT~$$
PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and writing.
www.customessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Home school piano, math, art,
reading/writing, chess classes. Available
by an experienced teacher.
Call Pam 407-362-4046.
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid If needed.
Choose Life I Fla. License #1105-002-000
wwW.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-303-1573

Call (800) 563-0098

or
www.lovingDonation.com
FRENCH TUTORING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults ~nd kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.
URGENT! Interest rate set to rise July
1st. Time is running out. Call now to
learn about our FREE student loan
consolidation services and how you will
save thousands of dollars.
Toll Free: 866-652-2121

CreditFN.com
Shop 4 Your Credit,
Student & Reward Cards,
Visit Us @ CreditFN.com

. '·
I:
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OVER 20 GTl'S IN STOCK
SPECIAL LEASE PLAN AS LOW AS

:~

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48.mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $249
which includes security deposit, PLUS first payment +
TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru .
Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06
'

II
APR Available

P/l.cKks, P/Windows; lilt, Cruise, Keyless
Remote, CD, And Much, Much More!!

New Jetta rated as a "Best
Pick" in ·side Impact Test.

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS
* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 whjch includes security deposit, PLUS first

payment + TT&l. See dealer for.details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06

2006 VOLKSWAGEN TOUARGE
Nicely Equipped!

2006 NEW 'BEETLE
CONVERTIBL
P/Locks, P/Windows, Tilt,
Cruise, Keyless Remote, CD
and Much Morel

LEASE FOR

LEASE FOR

$469

$299

PER MONTH+
MONTHLY TAX
FOR 48 MONTHS

Go

\'

Topless!

* 48 mo. lease plus tax. Total due at signing is $299 which includes security deposit, PLUS first

,

..

payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06
* 48 mo. lease plus tax.

Total due at signing is $469 which includes security deposit, PLUS first
payment + TT&L. See dealer for details. Leasing WA.C. thru Volkswagen Credit. Expires 07/17/06

• 4Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warrantv
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain warrantv

•

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
FIRST TIME
~COLLEGE-GRAD
We Can Assist You With:
CREDIT

'rsfBUYER

PROGRAM

Drivers wanted~

'rsf PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE ~ACTORY WARRANTY, ALL LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)
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4175 S. Hwy 17-92

SERVICE
DEPT OPEN
SAT 9-5

flea World
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. M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11 -6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

407-365-3300
,.,

visit our website

aristocratvw.com
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